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•PAYROLL TAX GETS TENTATIVE APPROVAL
Two Candidates Meet With
Council To Discuss Issues
Two candidates appeared before the Murray City Council
last night to give their opinions concerning proposed legislation formulated by the Kentucky Municipal League. The
legislation would make it easier for cities to operate and
would remove some inequities
which now exist according to
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Guy Lovins and Max B. Hurt,

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Last night was one of those
times when we had a hankering for a good sandwich of
some kind. You know the feeling, u though you had not
eaten for a week or two.
We stick our head in the pantry and all ye sew were a
bunch of cans, so we says to
ourself, we'll go take a look in
the refrigerator, so we did.
About all we could see were
several things about half full,
then we spied a package of
Kosher Putnam!. That looked
promising, so we got it out.
ow what to put with it. What
he heck is that. Schinkenrad
char cheese? Yep. So we get
thet out. Ripe olives' Yee. Gaelic Dill Pickle? Yep.

4111r
lip

Se we get all of these ingredients together and the results
are scrumptious. Try it, sometime when you have that empty
feeling. Be sure you 8$ empty
liowever, because hijus someyou had
what filling. Then
going out.
better not plan
FinkenrauchThat Garlic and
u wherever
er will precede
you SO.
it Finnila who
Now comes
is the first o /ring of the Murk Association.
ray Civic
Post described her
The Ho
more like Madame
also
Heinck than any sinSch
the day of that unger s
surpassed star of opera.
ws remember Madame Heinck
as s kid, heard her on the Ater Kent. We also had some
*cords which we listened t3.
'taring World War I she had
(Ceatinued in Peas Six)

WEATHER REPORT
United

Pr...

I otera atIowa

Increasing cloudiness from
west today and tonight and mild
with slight chance of thundershowers west portion .tonight.
Saturday mostly cloudy and
continued mild with scattered
showers and thunder ahowers
spreading eastward over most
of state by late Saturday. Highs
today in the 80s, lows tonight in
the 60s and except extreme east
In the 50s.
F1VR-DAY FORECAST
. llemperatures Saturday thri
h Wednesday will average
to 5 degrees below normal
it but near normal in central
d east portions. Mild until
urning cooler middle of next
week. Normal highs 69 to 74.
Normal lows 44 to 52.
Rainfall will total around one
half inch in occasional periods
of showers most numerous early next week.

if

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m. 355.0,
up
up 0.1; below dam 302.2,
0.2; no gates open.
Barkley Lake. 7 am. 354.9,
stationary; below dam 302.8, up
0.2.
Sunrise TOO. sunset 6:27.
Moon rose 6:13 am.

(

Democrat and Republican nominees respectively for the office of State Representative appeared before the council at the
council's request.
- The two candidates had been
mailed copies of the proposed
legislation, but Mr. Lovins reported he had not received his
and Mr. Hurt indicated that he
did not have sufficient information to intelligently make a decision on the proposals.
Neither candidate expressed
an opinion on the proposed re
peal of House Bill 1, the law
which was passed at the time
of the 100 per cent assessment
of property. The law freezes
revenue at the 1965 level.
Both Lovins and Hurt expressed the opinion that city
governments should be exempt
from the sales tax. At the present time hospitals and schools
are exempt.
On the issue of whether cities should— hierilte- right to
set hours, and wages of city
employees, Mr. Lovins indicated that this seemed reasonable
(Continued on Page Six)

Magician To Be
At MSU Next Week
Magician Andre Kole will present a performance in the Murray State University auditorium
October 16 at 8 p.m.
Kole's performance "Unmasking the Unknown" will include
portions dealing with extrasensory perception, witeneTnit, and
the supernatural. His appexi•
ance is being made in conjunction with the Campus Crusade
for Christ International.
Known as a magician's magician, Kole has appeared across
the United States and in 43
foreign countries. At the present time, he is making appearances at colleges and universities across the country.
Having an interest in the
supernatural, Kole attempts to
explain the controversial mir
acles of Christ from an illusionist's point of view during his
performances.

ESSENTIAL INCREASES IN EXPENSES FOR 1970
ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE
Salary increase authorized by Ordinance
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Three additional Patrolmen
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Three additional Firemen
STREET DEPARTMENT
Increase in Paving and Drainage
Backhoe.
Yearly trash pickup service (1 extra man)
(Note: If O.E.O. Program expires 3 extra
men will be needed) )
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
Increase in General Fund Salaries
Retirement Fund for Employees other than
Police and Firemen
Increase in Social Security Taxes
Guy Lovins
D•mocrat Nominee

Fourteen Persons
Cited By Police
Fourteen persons were cited
by the Murray Police Department yesterday and last night,
according to citation reports.
TlieL were one for piny_larceny, three for reckless driving,one for running a stop sign, two
foe public drunkenness, one for
public drunkenness and shoplifting, two for driving while intoxicated, three for public drunkenness and illegal possession,
and one for driving while intoxicated and no operator's
license.

Wash Jones
Dies Today

--Wash Jones of 105 South 10th
Street was claimed by death
this morning at six o'clock at
the home of his son, Douglas
Jones, 803 North 18th Street.
The deceased was 79 years of
age and a member of the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Roy (Vivian) Durr of Ver.
sallies, Mrs. Norman (Mary)
Anderson of Detroit, Mich., Ifni.
J. M. (Nellie) Goodson of Cali.
fornia, and Mrs. Harold (Chattie) Grinell of Yellow Springs,
Final rites for Rev. Archie A. Ohio; three sons, Douglass
Tripp were held today at two Jones of Murray, Charles V.
p.m. at the chapel of the Max Jones, and T. R. Jones of WatH. Churchill Funeral Home ervliet, Mich.
Also surviving are throe Wawith Rev. Jessie Daugherty and
ters, Mrs. Toy Darnell and Mn.
Rev. Doyle Webb officiating.
The pallbearers were Trellis Bessie Jones of Graves County
Tripp, T. it. Tripp, Rudy Tripp, and Mrs. Chesley Wilkins of
Ralph Harris, Glenn Harris, and Murray; one brother, Dal Jones
Jim Hart. Burial was in the of Graves County; one sisterLone Oak Cemetery with the in-law, Mrs. Allen Jones of Mayarrangements by the Max H. field; sixteen grandchildren;
one great grandchild.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Funeral services are incomRev. Tripp, age 75, passed away Wednesday at the Murray- plete, but friends may call at
Calloway County Hospital. He is the Max H. Churchill Funeral
survived by his wife, Mrs. Vel- Home after five p.m. today (Fri
ma Harris Tripp; daughter, Mrs. day).
Maida Turner; son, Winsor
Tripp; brother, Ira M. Tripp;
three
three
grandchildren;
great grandchildren.

Final Rites Held
For Rev. Tripp

Track Field Is Planned
At Calloway Hi School
The Calloway County Board
of Education voted to advertise
to sell the dwelling house on
the property recently purchased by the board near the Calloway County High School at
the meeting held Monday night
at the office of Superintendent
William B. Miller.
The house is located on the
6.064 acres the board purchased from the heirs of the late
Preston Southard on July 28 of
this year. The land is located
between the Calloway County
High School and the Calloway
County Country Club on the
College Farm Road. The purchase price of the land was
$24,000.00, according to t h e
deed in the records of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
Supt. Miller said the house
is to be removed from the premises 90 that the land can be
cleared.
On the back side of the newly purchased land a track field
is being made for the use of
the Track teams of boys and
girls for Calloway County High
School.
Since the consolidated high
school opened in the fall of
1960 the school has had both
an outstanding boys and girls
track team, but they did not
have room on the school
grounds for a track field. The
teams have had to practice by
running around the school using the driveways and parking
lot.
Billy Rue Nix, track coach
for the boys, said this morning
that he hoped this will encourage the boys in their track
meets. Mrs. Sue Outland is the
track coach for the girls at the
school.
The Calloway County High
School has a baseball diamond

Max B. Hurt
. . Republican Nominee

or the team practice and
ames.
Bill Stubblefield, chairman
of the school board, presided at
the meeting with all board
members, Robert Ross, Calvin
Key, Ferrell Miller, and Lubie
Parrish, present.
Earl Lockhart seas hired as
a new custodian at Calloway
County High School replacing
Elvis Overbey who resigned.
The contract for non-resident
pupils was signed. This is an
agreement with other school
districts for students who are
living in Calloway County but
who attend school in some other
district
have
classrooms
Portable
been placed at Faxon and Almo
Elementary Schools to relieve
the crcwded conditions of the
school and payment for these
was authorized by the board.
Substitute teachers and bus
drivers were hired by the board
at the Monday meeting, according to Supt. Miller.
Dr. SPARKS SPEAKER
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of Murray State University, will be the Laymen's Day
speaker at the First United Me
thodist Church, Fulton, on Sunday morning.
SHRINE BREAKFAST

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its
monthly fellowship breakfast at
the Southside Restaurant on
Sunday, October 12, at nine
a m All members and their
families are urged to attend.

5.500
15.000
15,000
20,000
8,500
8,500

30,000
10.500
3,000

116.000
The above does not include the proposed Vocational
School, Capital Outlay or-Contingency Fund
•

•

•

, THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE BADLY NEEDED
BUT NOT BUDGETED:
Sidewalks
Replace three wood bridges
New Ladder Fire Truck
2 New Garbage Trucks
Improvements and additions to Parks and Playgrounds
Increased turning, radius at narrow intersections
Maintenance Building
Swimming Pool
Parking Lot
Dump Truck for Street Department
•

•

•

POSSIBLE SOURCES FOR ADDITIONAL REVENUES
License tax on Insurance Premiums - 45,000
Estimated 1st year
Vehicle Licenses for University Students
Increase in Privilege Licenses
New Growth

Sanitation System To Take
Bids On Two New Vehicles

22,500
20.000
25.000
6,000
73.500

One Hospitalized From
Car Accident Thursday

The Murray City Council last
night approved a motion to permit the Finance Committee of
the Council to prepare the budget for 1970 with income figures
to be based on a payroll tax
and occupational license tax.
No amount for the payroll
tax was set by the council with
this figure - apparently to be
suggested and recommended by
the Finance Committee.
Starks,
Roy
Councilman
Chairman of the Finance Corn
rnittee reviewed the increases
in costs for next year for the
operation of the city. These
cost increases amount to $116,000.
He pointed out that other
sources of revenue had been
studied, but that they wouid
not bring in sufficient revenue
to meet the needs of the city.
These additional sources studied are license tax on insurance premiums, $22400; city
sticker for college students,
$20,000; inci-ease in privilege
licenses $25,000; and from new
growth $6,000, for a total of
$73,500.
Mayor Ellis indicated that the
license tax on insurance would
be difficult on persons with fixed incomes such as pensions.
He said also that no other university charges university students the city sticker. The total
from the license tax on insurance premiums is spread out
over a three year period since
the insurance is usually paid
that way.
At the left is the report as
Councilman
by
submitted
Starks 'There ts -nw figure get
for the Sanitation System as
far as extra expenses is concerned, however this is expected to be at least $20,000 since

a minimum of two new trucks
must be purchased.
With the approval of the idea
of a payroll tax and occupat
ional license tax, the Budget
Committee will proceed now
with the formulation of the tentative budget. This budget will
be submitted by the committee
to the council for study. At the
same time they will suggest
what the payroll tax will be.
The council has the authority
to change the recommended figure to what it desires. A figure
of .8 per cent has been suggested by an Advisory Committee.
however others have suggested
1 per cent and dropping the
city sticker of $10.00.
At the conclusion of his report, Councilman Starks asked
for any suggestions that would
make the work of the Finance
Committee easier and more efficient.
- Mrs. arlaay Johnson, chairman
(Continued in Page Six)

Convoy Of
"Peanuts"
Foils Plan
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
strange story of Sgt. Liberio
Giambra's peanut convoy has
worked its way into testimony
allegtrig that itNeemeorp of err
ney and bed partners were provided sergeants supervising Army enlisted men's clubs in
Vietnam.
Giambra, shapely June Irene
Skewes recalled, "was a crook,"
a custodian of enlisted men's
clubs in the Cu Chi area, a
muter of the kickback and an
amorous fellow with "designs
on me."
The sergeant bought about
240,000 worth of snack foods for
his clubs each month, Miss
Skewes testified Thursday, and
got a 10 per cent kickback —
$4,000 a month.
But last March, Giambra got
transfer orders. He had but one
month more at Cu Chi, one
more snack roder. The light
dawned. "He ordered $400,000
or $480,000 in snack bar items
for the last month," she said,
asking the supplier to deliver it
gradually during the next 10
months.
Misses Instruction

officials. She was a passenger
in one of the cars.
James Leland Brandon, age
17, of 523 South 11th Street,
was treated at the emergency
room of the hospital for an injury to the neck, hospital officials said.
Cars involved in the collision were a 1969 Pontiac two
door hardtop owned by Hobert
Brandon and driven by James
Leland Brandon, and a 1964
Chevrolet two door hardtop
owned by Harry Adams, Jr., of
Wabash, Ind., and driven by
David L. Adams of Richmond
Twelve thousand bales of
Hall Dormitory, Murray State
wheat straw, a 1958 Ford tractUniversity.
UnMissionary
new
Woman's
The
almost
or truck, and an
The Murray Police Departpole barn, all owned by Lynn ion of the Blood River Baptist
cars
Robinson of Murray Route Two, Association will have its lead- ment report said that both
But the supplier, one J. F.
Poplar
were destroyed by fire on ership conferences on Monday, were going west on
"Bo" Bohunicky, missed t h e
Street.
9th
South
Baptist
at
First
Street
the
at
13,
11
a.m.
October
Thursday about
Adams told the police that he
Robinson told the Ledger & Church in Murray.
(Continued on Pees Six)
did not have any brakes when
Times this morning that he
Birgit FInnlla
Mrs. Robert C. Miller, WMU sr tried to stop for the Branthought the fire might have
started from the exhaust of his director, said conferences will don car in front of him. The
diesel semi truck which he had be held for all leaders of the Adams car hit the Brandon car
just started up in the barn a- WMU and the Sunbeam Bands. three times and then struck a
bout five minutes before the The conferences will start at telephone pole on the south
nine a.m. and will be completed side of the street, according to
fire was discovered.
police report. It was later verRobinson said he had- pull- by two p.m.
Each person is to bring 3 ified by a mechanic that the
ed up in the yard of his home
a short distance from the barn sack lunch. Drinks and dessert right front wheel cylinder of
The Murray Civic Music As- paign. Richard rarreii, Civic
will be furnished by the host the Adams car was out, the po(Continued on Pies Six)
sociation held a board meeting Music President, will preside
church. The nursery will be lice report said.
open.
Damage to the Brandon car Wednesday night at the home at the dinner and New York Rewill be
was on the rear and to the of Mrs. Gaylord Forrest to fin- presentative John Udry
alize plans for the annual mem- principal speaker. Mrs. Gaylord
Adams car on the front end.
Earlier at 10:46 a.m. Gale bership ot be held the week of Forrest is the Campaign ChairRuth Royster Sellars, age 19, October 13th. A kick-off dinner man this year.
Civic Music has announced
Marvin 0. Wrather, executive
of 411 South 8th Street, was will be held tonight at the Murinjured in a two car collision ray. Women's -Club at 6 p.m. two major attractions for the
vice-president of Murray State The
Red Cross Mother and
The dinner will be attended by 1969-70 season and a third at16th and Main Streets.
University, will be the speaker
Baby Care course for expect- at
for Laymen's Day at the MarMrs. Sellars was treated for over fifty volunteers who will traction will be announced at
ant Parents will be offered by abrasions to the forehead, right be participating in the cam- the conclusion of the campaign.
tin's Chapel United Methodist the
Department of Nursing,at elbow, and both knees at the
Birgit Finnila, Swedish ConChurch on Sunday, October 12,
Murray State University, a&
tralto, will open the season DeEmergency room of the hospiat 11 a.m.
cording to Ruth Cole, head of
cember 11th. She made a penaccording to hospital officThe pastor, Rev. Coy Garrett,
the department. Faculty mem- tal,
cational debut in Gothenburg
and the members of the churc;)
ials.
bers will conduct the course.
in 1963 and has since sung with
Involved in the collision were
invite the public to come and
Classes will begin on Novemmajor orchestras and choral
sedan
door
four
Dodge
1967
worship with them.
a
ber 4, in Room 206 of the Nurs- driven by John Thomas McC,arsocieties in Sweden, Finland,
Baptist
springs
Poplar
The
ing Building.
Norway, Germany and England.
Church will hold its homecomTopics to be discussed will
She made her American debut
(Continued on Pee, Six)
ing services on Sunday, October
include preparation for hospithis year with the Cleveland
12, according to Rev. Thomas
talization, childbirth, and inOrchestra under the direction
pastor.
Perkins,
fant care.
(Continued in Page Six)
be
will
held
Sunday
School
The course is open to both
Jay Rayburn, son of Mr. and husband and wife and there is
at ten a.m. followed by the
Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, 1314 Olive no charge for the course which
worship service at 11 a.m. A
Boulevard, Murray, has been covers 12 hours and will meet
DOG FOUND
basket lunch will be served at
named one of three runners-up two hours per night for six
Laura Parker was the mein- noon followed by hymn sing(6)
for the coveted Thomas Arkle weeks.
A small black dog with a collist for the regular ladies day ing in the afternoon.
Clark award, the highest underAll former members and all lar has been found near the
PerSons interested in enroll- golf held at the Oaks Country
former Enco Station on South
graduate honor in the Alpha ing in the course should contact Club on Wednesday.
visitors are invited to attend.
Tau Omega fraternity.
Low putts' went to Maxa
The Billy Graham film, "The 12th Street. It is solid black
the Department of Nursing,
Rayburn is a senior pre law Murray- State University, 762- Read and Kathryn Outland had Heart Is A Rebel" will be shown with white tipped feet, and amajor and was named to repre• 2193. The total number to be the blind hole
at the church on Tuesday, Octo- bout ten months old, mostly
sent the local chapter in the admitted to the class wi)J be
Cathryn Garrott was the golf ber 14, at seven p.m. The public Labrador Rettleyer Call 7533147.
hostess.
natic.ial competition.
is invited to attend.
limited.
Kim McCoart of Murray
Route Five, age five, is reported in satisfacotry condition
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after suffering injuries in a two car accident yesterday at 11:35 a.m. at South 9th
and Poplar Street.
The young girl was treated
for a laceration to the forehead and was admitted to the
hospital, according to hospital

Straw, Truck,
Barn Burn,
On Thursday Blood River WMU
Plans Conferences

Kick-off For Murray Civic
Music Association Tonight

Wrather Laymen's
Day Speaker Here

Mother, Baby Care
Course Is Offered

Homecoming For
Poplar Springs
Is Planned

Jay Rayburn Named
For High Award

Laura Parker Is •
The Oaks Medalist
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PUBLASIRD by'LEDGER
Inc., ConsolidaUon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 192S, and the West Kantueitien.
January 1. 1942.
103 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky art

After more than one year ot
Condor, has beta agoras' by
searching preliminary negothe Kentucky DepartMent
o„as are getting under way for
Education that their choice end
rbe purchase of property on
recommeodation, providing the
which the new central Marshall
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Fire Insurance: A "Good Bet"?
ProP•rtf can be eered d
County High School will be
a fair aad wallabies prime, is
We reserve the right to rhject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
located.
approximately sae keadred
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
Suppose you notice that a neigh- tion. If you have fire insurance on Marshall County Superinteninterest of our readers.
acres extending from highway
bor's children have a habit of play- a house in which you have no real dent of Schools, Mr. Reed
641,
at a poise approainalely
ing
with
matches.
Could
you,
if
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE wrTaXit 00., IMO
stake, you might be tempted to
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.. you were so inclined, take out a burn it down.
fire insurance policy on your neighStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Of course, you have an insurable
bor's house? It would be a "good
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transalensa ali bet," because of the relatively interest in your own home. But as
'ASA
Second Claes Matter
a rule, that interest ends when you
strong chance of a fire.
X—TV
eta inel 4
But the law would not recognize sell the property. Take this case:
benne! 5
Channel I
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35, per
A woman sold her house, but
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 0.50;
continued to "hold over" her fire
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere 411.00. All service subscripUona $9.00.
6 93 News: Wthr : Sots News, Wthr . Ssertskiews, Web.; Sabra
insurance. Sure enough, the house
'30 Hit* Chaparral
Get Smart
Let's MM. a Desl
did burn down a few months later.
7 :00 MHO Chaparral The Good Guys
"The Outstanding Civic Assn el a Community is the
The SreIr MAK*
•
,0 Name 00th. GarrieNorsan's Heroes
M.Deeds Gees* Toon
But a court ruled that the woman
Weevily a It. Newspaper"
ii
:00 Name of the Game Movie:
Here Comes ent MAI;
could not collect on the policy.
0 :30 Name of the Game ''The Kev''
Here Comes the WNW!
"She suffered no loss," said the
0
:DO Ole Nashville Music Mov tie
Jinany Duren,* ere.
wRIDAY — OCTOBER 10, 1969
7
:Xi Del Reeves Show
court, "because the property deThe Lamar. Sabers
Moyle
00
News.
weir
;
Sots
faerst
News:
Wthr • karts News: Wthr
stroyed was not hers."
10 10 The Tonight Show Perry Mown
Wagers Trete
On the other hand, you may
The Tonight Show Perry Mason
Woven Treks
:30 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
11 :00
Wagon Train
have an insurable interest in a
011
The Untouchables Perry Meson
piece of property even though you
:R) This Untouchables Movie:
j
J ier
oat y
don't own it—and never did. For
"Sack Frorn
Jeer Ilihs• Mow
By UNITED PRESS ENTILKNA'TIONAL
Eternity"
1 it
example:
A man took out fire insurance
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
on a house he was occupying as a
tonversahen Is
& :dB
WASHINGTON - Rep. Adam Clayton Powell, 0-N.Y., explaining
Agri. Ukases ill Maw
_
Slack
0 :Ed AWE USA —
tenant under a four-year lease.
such insurance, because you do not
his numerous absences from Congress:
The Jolson,
Le=1 Grimm
JeCtile
aid
NalCille—
;
.ilt
•f
When
this
house
burned
down,
he
Bugs Bunny
i
:31I Shen
"As a part-paid congressman I'm a part-time congressman." have an "insurable interest" in your demanded
Collates's Cats
payment on his insur.00 Here Comes Gr-17trne Roan Runner
O
neighbor's house. That is, destrucDastardly O. Mutter Coltablega Calls
:30 TIM Ph* Panther
O
ance policy—and a court upheld
tion
of
the
house would not hurt
Het Vaasa
Pensions' PiNtors
AO H. R. Pelltaluf
CHICAGO - Mayor Richard J. Daley, calling for felony charges
0
his claim. The judge said a leaseScanty Deo, Whir* The Hartle Ears
ar n Banat* Siang
you at all. The insurance thus
against demonstrating student radicals:
hold, too, is a valuable property
The
10 :0
3g
s i Adventure Hour
Sky
. Hire
Cornett
Hour
-When they are carrying clubs and pipes and chains, you would be gambling, pure and interest, an interest that fire insursimple.
And,
as
one
court
said,
This
it
g
:0
in
Week
The
Monkets
Fantastic
Viers*
know they are not playing hockey - unless they are playing hockey
ance could protect.
1 1 :30 Pro.Frr.ihaii
Weeks, Races
Amer ices gendslann
is "a fundamental postulate of all
with someone's head - particularly a policeman's."
tenant
But
could
the
collect only
insurance that it must not be a
SATURDAY AFTERNOON isocawks
In. the extent of his leasehold inmere bet."
Arriatioli-Sesiresse
:te Miser Roberts
superman
IL :30 World Seri* Soiscial Jonny Quest
WASHINGTON - Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
Mr. Ed
It isn't only that the law frowns terest, not for the full value of tlie
:00 World Series
Popes* Show
Everelades
discussing the furor over Judge Clement Haynsworth's nomination on gambling. There is another rea- house. In short, fire insurance is
•
All Star Wresniaa_
:30 World Series
Skippy
to the U. S. Supreme Court:
son for requiring an insurable in- supposed to let you come out evin.
Cbleoe Football Wines All Star wasiiiee
ass
:110 World Series
L. :30 World Series
Pigskin Preview
Sporting Lite
"No one questions his honesty or integrity; some question his terest: to keep you from tempta- It is not supposed to let you make
a profit.
2 -10 World Series
NCAA
Outdoors
s
judgement."
a :38 World Series
Fell City Fishing Show Mishima vs
Turn On
:00 Hun X. Lewis
Texas
An American Bar Association public service feature by Will Belt
4 :30
Kitty Went Show
Turn On
Football
NEW YORK - Comedian Woody Allen explaining why he won't
00 The Wilburn Bros.
5
Football
how
30 Porter Wagoner
Football
CBS News
perform on Broadway during next Wednesday's Vietnam moraSATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
torium:
but it's a responsibility of every
"I'll probably be sued.
x-6:30 p.m., Ch. 4 ANDY is host to guest-stars DANNY
citizen not to let the administration make us think that silence
THOMAS, PEGGY LEE, VOCTOR BORGE, and RAY STEis the approach to end the war."
VENS.

FAMILY LAWYER____

oae fourth mile south of Draftily-tile, to highway 68.
Mr. Conder said this would
be an acceptable location. in

pklahot,'a litid
uht it would provide room to square mild,

NOW

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIKES FILE

GILBERTSV1LLE, Ky., Oct.
7 - John Hicks. Hardin, a,
member of the Marshall County
Board of Education, was elected
chairman of the First Region of
Kentucky School Boards
Association for the coming year
at a meeting of the group
here
tonight at Kentucky Dam
Village Inn.

Clyde Manning, age 55, died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Pet, Hafford Adams, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. William Adams,
completed the 11 weeks electronics course at the Army Signal
School, Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Randy Patterson, Donna Ruth Grogan, Charles Tubbs, Dan
Wall, Betty Smith, Carolyn Palmer, Eva Mae McCallon, and
Patty Loafman all received awards at the District 4-H Club
Bill Peak, Mayfield, a member
Achievement meeting at Paducah.
or lite Mayfield Independent
Sandra Slusmeyer, junior from Murray, has been elected presiBoard of Education, was elected
dent of the Women's Athletic Association at Murray State College.
vice chairman.
F. C. Bryan, Mt. Sterling
attorney and president of the
KSBA, reported to the group on
proposals that will be presented
to the General Assembly when it
next convenes in January.
LEDGER•TIKES FILE
Bryan said the main area of
interest is the tax situation
George F. Craig, age 83, of Hazel Route Two, died yesterday. "which is putting some districts
Jack Mayfield, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mayfield, won the in a pinch." He said that a
statewide FFA Dairy Production contest sponsored by the Ken- proposal will be made to the
legislature to appoint
tucky Jersey Cattle Club.
appropriate committees and take
Clarence Mitchell, County Soils Assistant, announced today
two years to study the entire
that installation of the County Soils laboratory is complete
school structure in the
and that the lab is ready to receive samples.
Commonwealth before taking
Murray Post 73 of the American Legion has received conconcrete action to alleviate the
gratulations for their success in the first phase of the 1950 priiblems in 1972.
membership drive from the State Department headquarters.
In the meantime, he said the
KSBA would propose that the
legislature provide some help to
financially distressed school
boards by providing an optional
10 cents-per-$100 assessment
increase. Bryan said this
proposal would provide basically
Then Peter took him, and began to rebuke him, saying, Be it
far from thee, Lord: this shall not be unto thee. - Matthew 16:22.
the same amount of financial
We cleverly contrive to make being a Christian an easy thing
help for each board.
and rebuke others for suggesting the discipline of discipleship.
Thus far, he added, the
response to this proposal has
Disposal proposal
posed a solution to the nation s been good from other school
SCHENECTADY,
N. Y. refuse disposal problem based on board regions in the state.
The group also heard a brief
(UPI) - A biochemist has pro- using special strains of wastedigesting microbes.
Dr. A. Dexter Bellamy, of
the General Electric Research
ALMANAC
10k COKRi CI
and Development Center, has
dican
that
bacteria
identified
TIME and
gest cellulose and related chemiIEMPLEMURf cal compounds that account for By United Press International
Y
The bacmost solid wastes.
Today is Friday, Oct. 10, the
teria convert the trash into pro283rd
thy of 1969 with 82 to
tein rich material that can be
follow.
used as animal fodder.
The moon is approaching its
Switzerland's
six million new phase.
The
stars
morning
are
people - roughly the population
of greater Chicago -- support 400 Mercury, Venus, Saturn and
newspapers, including more than Jupiter.
The evening star is Mars,
100 dailies.
On this thy in history:
1845 the
U.S. Naval
In
Academy was formally opened
at Fort Severen, Annapolis,
In 1911 Chinese revolutionaries overthrew the Manchu
1411 OW* DWI.
dynasty.
- FREE PICKUP end DELIVERY In 1913 President Woodrow
Testy Fine Cleaning
Plbeae 7134Sn
Wilson pressed a button in
Washington and blew up the
last obstruction in the construction of the Panama Canal.
In 1963 an estimated 3,000
persons drowned when a dam
burst in Northern Italy.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
A thought for the dayWilhelm
Nietzche said- "In
revenge and in love woman is
more barbarous than man."

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

1,41.
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- Th• strangest trio
isv•r to track a killer.
A lioness, one.eyed
U.S. marshal who never kne.•
o dry day in his life
o Texas ranger
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and agirl
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who didn't core what they were
or who they were os long as
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Mrs. Hedge, 76,
Dukedom, Dies

WASHINGTON UPI - The Treasury Department says that to
offset the September increase
in unemployment, federal tot training programs will be stepped
up and a computer bank will be
devised to match unemployed
with vacant jobs.
The Treasury conceded some
of the joblessness is beini; aused by the Nixon administration's
fight against inflation, but said
it was a necessary evil.

JUNIOR 1
LOSES Ii

.

A

LADIES

DUKEDOM. Tenn., Oct. 8Mrs. Effie Hedge, 76, of Dukedom died at 10:30 a.m, today at
Fulton Hospital after a threeweek illness.
She is survived by her husband, Melvin Hedge: three sons,
Ira Lee of Warren, Mich., James
Lee of Fulton, and John W. Lee
of Dukedom; a step-daughter,
Mrs. Reed Douthitt of Dukedom
Rt. 1; three half-brothers, Hayden Poyner of Palmersville,
renn., Alvin Poyner of Lynnville, Ky., and Elmo Poyner of
Tiptonville. Tenn.; three half3isters. Mrs. Ila Burton of Palmersville, Mrs. Novella Dowdy
of Mayfield, and Mrs. Addie
Pearl Warren of Lynnville; five
grandchildren and six greatgrandchildren.
Funeral rites will be conducted at 2 p.m. Thursday at Good
Springs Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The Rev. Gerald
Stowe will officiate. Burial will
be in the church cemetery. ,
Friends may cail at Jackman
Funeral Home after 1 p.m. to
day.
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506 W. Main Street

x-7:30 p.m. Ch. 4 Malloy and Reed capture a pair of armed
robbers and must keep their cool to wardoff a riot. MARTIN
MILNER and KENT McCORD star.
xe
30 Andy Williams Show Jed, Glessor show 'The Newlywed GANT
/
30 Adem 12
Lawrence Welk slyuw
My Three Sons
x-8 p.m., Ch. 4 A struggling air cargo pilot finds himself
double-crossed by a narcotics smuggler. ROD TAYLOR and*
CLAUDIA CARDINALE star.

report Rom Maunce Bement.
executive KSBA director,
concerning other areas of
interest to school boards around
the state.
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Hicks left the teaching
profession three years ago. He
holds 1311),and master's degrees ;
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from Murray State University.
Peak, a funeral director, is a •
•
past president of the •
NOTICE
*
*
'
May
County •
.Chamber of Commerce, and
•
head of the property committee •
of the First Baptist Church at
Mayfield.
Now Open Fee
He is also governor of Distnct
43-K Lions International, a put
president of the Mayfield Lions,
where he was named Lion of the •
•
•
Year in 1966.
Featuring Sauna Baths, All Types of Exercise
Peak has been a member of •
•
and Rest Area
the Mayfield board of education
t•
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grow, including present inCtiasir, Mcilities and possibly a
Trade School in the future.
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Three Games Are
Set In State In
Small Colleges

CALE YARBOROUGH
SERVES NOTICE ON
THE 'IMF BOYS
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SPORTS

United Press International
Only three small colielle lot"'
the controls, takes on Michigan,
By STEVE SMILAN1t 11
11
bail games are scheduled !
and UCLA, unbeaten in four
UPI Sports Writer
Kentucky Saturday, es most WI
starts and ranked 10th faces
the state teams are on tbd
KentuckY
: Top-ranked Ohio State and Washington State.
Murray State University will road, including the
CHARLOTTE, N. C. (UPI)Tech.
Additional Schedule
fourth-rated Penn State are
Cale Yarborough served notice
be host to golf teams from Aus- Wildcats at Virginia
the
in
Highlighting action
In addition, unbeaten Tennesfavored to extend their respectin Peay, Middle Tennessee, MoUniver- on the "Dodge Boys" Thursday
tive
strings
of successes see (3-0) takes on Georgia rehead, Southwestern, and Tenn- state is Morehead State
they had better dig out their
LOUISVILLE, Ky. WI/ - LouSaturday in college football's Tech, Florida tangles with essee Tech in a one-day, 36- sity's homecoming game against white hats.
isville
St. Xavier and Louisville
Vallee'
Austin
Ohio
Peey,
an
first crucial battles of the Tulane, Louisiana State faces hole invitation tournament, FriYarborough, sporting his Trinity, hoth
unbeaten high
Dave Ford and Jim Wilson,ends;
Conference foe.
By Joe Tom Erwin
Miami, Notre Dame and Army day.
young season.
Sam Tandy, middle guard; Dennis
bounce "good luck" black felt cowboy school football powers, chi& at
to
aims
Morehead
clash
at,
Yankee
New
York's
Coa ch
Woody
Hayes'
hat, turned in a 162.162 mile an Fairgrounds Stadium tonight
The tournament will beplayAfter a split of two straight Hawkins, Jimmy Harrell, and
on ed at the Oaks and the Calloway back from its toes to Murree/ hour mark
Buckeyes shoot for their 17th Stadium, Alabama takes
in his 1969 Mercury in a game that could send the
of
setback
first
week,
its
bast
Ohio Valley Conference games, Frank Head, linebackers; and
straight triumph when they test Vanderbilt and Wyoming hosts County Country Clubs. The first
to set a new qualifying speed winner on to the ass AAA
the swoon.
Murray State's Racers will step Bud Qualk, George Greenfield,
once-beaten Michigan State in Texas El Paso.
18 holes will be played at the
again Sat- record for a mile and one-half state championship.
home
Murray
is
at
Alabama's
out
of the league to play South- and Kevin Grady, backs.
Paul "Bear" Oaks Friday morning and the
the Big 10 Conference opener
urday night in a non-conference track and claimed the pole po- -Trinity may be a little weak- east Missouri Saturday
will begin at 7:30
night.
for both teams at Columbus, Bryant aims for his 100th second 18 at Calloway County hassle with Southeset Missouri sition in Sunday's National
er
than
the team that won the
500
o'clock and will be the last in
Southeast
coaching
head
Missouri,
victory
coach
as
however,
Ohio.
Skate title last year," said St.
Friday afternoon. Par at both State.
shack car race.
the
will not be a breather for the a four-game home stand for the
Tide in courses is 72.
Crimson
The Buckeyes, who haven't of
The third game in the gate "The last time I wore this hat X Coach Leon Dunagan, "but
Racers
as the Indians have won Racers.
been beaten since Oct. 28, 1967 Saturday night's battle against
we
know
they'll
be
up
for
us,
aMurray has sponsored an in- sends homestanding Centre
all the week before a race was
their
Vanderbilt at Nashville.
first
three games over
especially
are favored by 191.; points.
to avenge our vicvitational tournament for sever- gainst Washington Universe it Atlanta," the stocky TimDelta State, Jacksonville State
Army and Notre Dame tangle al years but this is the first of St. ',Mil Saturday afternoon
Lions are Favorites
monsville, S. C., driver said. tory over them last season."
and Evansville.
Penn State, winner of 14 for the 39th time in a series time it has been scheduled in at Danville.
"I won that race, but later put
Dundagan's Tigers have bowMurray is 2-1 for the season
straight games and unbeaten in started in 1913 when Knute the fall.
he contests Saturday heve the hat up. My luck hasn't been
led over Louisville 'Thomas Jef22 games, tangles with neigh- Rockne and Gus Dorais populaThe Murray team finished fo- Georgetown visaing Wheaton, running too good since then, so ferson, Louisville Central, Lou- with wins over Eastern Michigan
and Morehead and a loss to
boring rival West Virginia and rized the forward pass at the urth in the Midwest Intercollegia- Dd., Eastern Kentucky at Mid- I dug it out for
Charlotte."
isville Manual and LouiertIle Tennessee Tech.
WENTWoRTH, England
the oddsmakers have installed expense of the Cadets. The te Tournament
at Columbia, dle Tennessee, Western Kenranking
Yarborough
top
said
gain
Iroquois
he
donned
to
the Nittany Lions as 13-point Irish, with passing wizard Joe Missouri last weekend, back of tucky at Northern Illinois, and the black hat last February to In the United Press Interna- Champions of the Missouri In- UPI)-Tommy Aaron hoped
Theismann leading the way, are Oklahoma State, Wichita, and Ar- Kentucky State at Bethunetercollegiate Conference the last his birdie binge would continue
favorites.
match
the "White hat Dodge tional state ratings.
on
when
he
took
favorites
touchdown
this
two
two
seasons, SEMO was expected today
Second-ranked
Texas
and
kansas. The Racers toured the
Trinity, also 4-0 collected only
boys."
Unbeaten, once-tied Louisville
to be clovm a bit this year as lefthander Bob Charles of New
eighth-rated
Oklahoma, both time around.
36 holes in 577, the best comtwo
from
fewer
UPI's
votes
Yarborough,
who has won two
Zealand in a semifinal match of
In a key Ivy League game petitive score ever for a Mur- will keep its record clean at
boasting high-geared offenses,
super speedways this season,has Board of Coaches to place sec- Coach Tom Thrower rebuilt the
the $44,160 Piccadilly World
least on more week as the Car
Racer
Indians,
Coach
but
Bill
collide in the national television involving a pair of unbeaten ray team.
ond in this week's ratings.
dinals have sci open date this never won at Charlotte.
game, the two Southwest giants teams, Dartmouth (2-0) faces
Coach Jim Kennedy's Sham- Furgermn says that scouting re- !Match Play golf tournament,
Chris Piggot finished first for
He said he was "pleased that
weekend.
The United States also was
Indians
Pennsylvania,
with
the
clashing before a sellout crowd
Murray and was firth for inhe won the pole position," but rocks overpowered Class AA de- ports show the Indians stronger
represented in the other match
this
season
than
two.
in
the
last
in the Cotton Bowl at Dallas. favored by six points.
champ
fecating
Fort
Thomas
dividual medal with a one over
said he was dissatisfied that he
JOB
The game should be a slam- as Gene Littler was paired
The Longhorns are a nine-point
141. Corky Taylor and Bill Ba- TAKES NEW
didn't run as fast as he did in Highlands 20-7 last Saturday.
champion
defending
bang serial battle as both teams against
Donegan
says
his
team's
strong
favorite.
ssler had 143's , Mike'Reitz
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Bill practice, when he was clocked auit is depth. But he also has have averaged more than 175 Gary Player of South Africa.
Southern California, off to a
148, Vernon Marcoullier 151, and
None of the four 36-hole
Giles, a member of the Houston unofficially at 163.141 m.p.h.
fast start even though 0. J.
John Heuser 153.
Six of the other nine top individual standouts as Ronnie yards passing a game. Greg Schstaff for
roeder, the Indian quarterback, contests played Thursday over
Steele arid Bobby Gruner.
Simpson has departed, gets its
Other teams in the tournament Astros administrative
National starters also posted speeds highchief
offensive has hit on 38 of 67 passes for the par-74, 6,997-yard Wenttoughest conference test of the
were Missouri, Nebraska, Dra- nine years and son of
er than the old Qualifying rec- Trinity's
League President Warren Giles,
threats
are
Joe
Pierce
and
Den- 506 yards and 7 touchdowns, worth course was close. Aaron
season with the Trojans facing
ke, Tulsa, Kansas ,KansasState,
baseball job ord of 159.296 set last May by nis Scully.
while Murray's Matt Haug has birdied six of the last 12 holes
high - powered Stanford. The
Oklahoma, Iowa State, and Nor- is taking a new
PITTSBURGH (UPI)- Danny
Donnie
Allison
of Hueytovm, Ala.
with the Philadelphia Phillies.
completed
50 of 97 for 590 yards to beat British Open champion
Trojans are favored by 9/
1
4 Murtaugh, who could not resist thern Illinois.
in a Ford.
Thursday he had
Giles
said
and
7
TD's.
Schroeder had 55 Tony Jacklin of England, 6 and
After the Murray Invitational
points.
the call to compete again, will
as vice
and 52 yard TD passes in the 4; Littler ousted compatriot
In other games involving top- cb a replay as manager of the the Racer golfers will conclude accepted a position
TELEVISED
BOXING
and will
Indians' 31-24 win over Evans- Ray Floyd, the PGA champion,
ranked teams, No. 5 Arkansas Pittsburgh Pirates in 1970.
their fall schedule with a tria- president of the Phils
the operation and
An
ville last week, both of them 6 and 5; Charles registered a
plays Baylor, sixth-rated Mis- The surprise announcement ngular match with Middle Tenn- oversee
NEW YORK (i.113I) similar 6 and 5 decision over
new
Phillies'
the
promotion
of
going
souri opens Big Eight Confer- was made Thursday by General essee and Austin Peay at Ft.
amateur boxing card between u--ne to wingback Art Miller. Maurice Bembridge of Enstadium,, which is to open next
only 1 touchdown toss
-lace play ,against Nebraska, Manager Joe Brown at a news Campbell.
fighters from the United States ."aug
spring. against Morehead; a-17-yarder gland; .7"-Vett--- Player thrashed
seventh-ranked Georgia starts conference on the upper deck of
and the Soviet Union will be
•
to fullback Rick Fisher. How- French champion Jean GaSoutheast Conference action a cruiser beer on the. Alleghehy
televised live from Las Vegas,
ever, the other Racer score was raialde, 10 and 9.
against Mississippi, No. 9 River.
Nev., by ABC-TV's Wide World
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - Don
set up by a 20-yard pass to Jack,
Purdue, with Mike Phipps at
Murtaugh,
who
led
the
on Oct. 25.
Hoak,
an immensely Popular of Sports
Wolf, which gave Murray a first
Pirates in 1960 to their first
president
Arledge,
of
Roone
man in Pittsburgh, hoped to
world championship in 33 years,
ABC Sports, said there will be down on the 3 yard line.
return here to manage the
Fisher caught 7 of Elaug's pawalked up a pair of steps, his
bouts in all 11 Olympic weight
Pirates.
sses last Saturday for 100 yards
timing perfect when Brown
divisions.
and also rushed for 78 yards.
said, "Here's our new manaA star on Pittsburgh's last
He was named the OVC's player
ger."
Southeast Football Roundup
Georgia Bulldogs Thursday. In- World Series winner in 1960,
of the week for his performanThe Irishman from Chester, By United Press
International dications are their battle with arid later a broadcaster of
ce.
Pa. grinned puckishly when he
SOAR BEHIND PLATE
The Racers should be in the
Mississippi at Jackson Saturday Pirate games, Hoak was a
noticed the amusement of the
Coach Bud Carson admits it may be a real duel, with field frequent visitor to Forbes Field
....best
physical shape of the seaNEW YORK (UPI)- ArneriThe Murray Junior High Var- newsmen.
will take a "superior effort" for position critical. Ole Miss has in the closing days of the
Call
son for Saturday's game. No
The event was saddened Georgia Tech to defeat
Soar
Hank
umpire
League
can
sity football squad was edged
Tennes- the Southeastern Conference's baseball season last month.
serious
injuries to starters occwill work behind the plate
fty
auBrazelton 13 to 6 in a foot. caleileribly later, however, see Saturday.
leading kicker in Julian Fagan
urred in the Morehead game
game played at Paducah whell--,Don Hoak, one of the
Today, Hunk is dead, the Saturday in the first game of
"But we have given such an while Georgia has the
and defensive end Mike Dungan
Tilghman stadium Thursday stars or that• 1989 teem who bad effort in our first three games
victim of a heart attack at the the World Berle@ ie Baltimore.`appears
suffIcferiUy recovered
Haunter in Spike Jones.
been a leading contender for and we're ready to do
umpires
other
five
night.
and
Soar
age
perhaps
of
41
also
and,
a
the same
from a pre-season injury to play.
"They'll have a fine punting
Brazelton remains undefeat- the manager's job now, died of Saturday," Carson said Thursby
Thursday
named
were
duel," said Bulldog Coach Vince victim of the heartache that
Offensive starters for Muran apparent heart attack.
ed for the mason.
day. "It should be an interestcame when he didn't get the Baseball Commissioner Bowie ray will be Billy Hess,
Dooley.
split
Brown said Murtaugh will ing game between two
The Paducah team scored two
The
Kuhn
series.
work
the
to
job
he
so
coveted.
fast,
betijered Coach Bear
end, Frank McClatchy, left tackfield goals in the first ball to sign a one-year contract but hard-hitting football teams.'Napp
and
Larry
Lou
are
others
manaDanny Miirtaugh, the
Bryant at Alabama, and he
le; Donnie Williams, left guard;
make the more 6 to 0 in their that it would not limit his
If the game should be close,
ger of the 1960 championship Dimuro of the AL and Frank Mike Lucas,
placers
seven
many
as
said
as
center; Al Tirpack,
favor.
tenure with the team.
the Vols figure they have the wouldn't make the trip to Van- team who ironically stepped Secory, Shag Crawford and Lee right
guard; Lee Harrell, right
Bob Pinkston ran tan yards
"Danny signed seven one- answer to victory- kicking
League.
National
the
of
Weyer
reasons
health
spe- derbilt. One, possibly, was star down in 1964 for
tackle ; Jack Wolf, tight end;
for Murra for a touchdown in year contracts before," Brown cialist
All six umpires will rotate so
George Hunt. Hunt was sophomore
Matt Haug, quarterback; Russ
tailback
Johnny and later returned for a half., the third quarter, but the extra said.
practicing Thursday and one of Musso, who has an injured heel. season in 1967, was named that in the event the series Hake, tailback, Rick
Fisher,fullZ". point attempt by George Lanwill
all
games,
six
extends
Pirates'
to
the
his
as
boots was a 52-yard field
Bel Ale Shopping (-chief.
back, and Jeff Votaw, flanker,
Vanderbilt also had some Thursday
. dolt failed and the score was BANS FIGHT
least
be behind the plate -at
goal.
Defensive starters will be Lar- 9 9 Montlai thra Saturday
wounded men, including three manager for 1970.
tied at 6 to 6.
once.
Kicking also concerned the starters - quarterback Johnny
I 6 SiontR,
VEGAS (UPI}-Gov.
LAS
In the fourth quarter Padu_ iry White and Steve Cain, ends;
About two hours later, Huak's
Miller, defensive end Noel Stahl
• cah soared and six> added the Paul Lexalt will not permit a
was found slumped over
body
•.PAT to make the score 19 to 6. heavyweight title fight between
and defensive halfback Ed
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\•\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\%\\\ \\ \ \
the steering wheel of his auto in
Murray was on the Brazel- Cassius Clay and Joe Frazier to
•
Narewski.
his
chasing
been
had
he
which
; tows 20 yard line when the be held here until- and if- Clay
Mississippi State held an hour
brother-in-law's stolen car.
.flisal horn eounded.
clears up his difficulties with
drill Thursday, reviewing "unDr. Ralph J. Stalter, the
Mott Thursday, October 18, the federal government. The
usual situations" it may en- Allegheny County coroner, said
at 6:30 p. in. the Murray Jun- governor's refusal came after a
counter against Southern Misan "acute
of
died
Hoak
:: be team will meet Mayfield in meeting with Don Digilio of the
sissippi, according to Coach coronary occlusion." He said
CINCINNATI
(UPI)George
1- a game here. The Murray team state Athletic Commission, who
"Sparky" Anderson is a young Charlie Shira.
there was "strong clinical
* beet Mayfield there by the said there had been "feelers"
welcomed running evidence"
man on the move. In a 26-hour Tulane
heart
prior
of
, score of 8 to 0 on Thursday, concerning Nevada's position on
Steve
backs,
Jack
Laborde and
period this week he held three
trouble, although Pirate Gener; October 2.
Stark from the injured ranks as
such a match.
different jobs.
al Manager Joe Brown said he
The
job
that
mattered, it concluded workouts for the did not know Hoak was ill.
Florida
PittJim
game.
Coach
managing the Cincinnati Reds,
Hoak is survived by his
came as a surprise and he man said 11 offensive and de- widow, Jill Corey, a well-known
fensive sophomores Would start
snapped it up.
singer, and their 5-year-old
"I was contacted by the Reds against the Gators.
daughter.
last night (Wednesday)," he
said. "And naturally I accepted. But I never even thought
"seven in a row," were in top about getting the job."
Anderson, who at 35 will be
By RALPH OSTERBERG
shape.
the
youngest manager in the
Elrod Hendricks'
Catcher
RALTDAORE (UPI) - That infected toe was mended. Boog majors, replaces Dave Bristol,
autumnal malady that afflicts Powell's bruised heel was fired by the Reds front office
two American cities about this healed and he was running like the day before after two and a
tune
every
year
reached a gazelle, and second baseman half years of guiding the
epidemic proportions today as Dave Johnson said he hach't an National League team.
ST. LOUIS, Oct. 8. - Anheuser-Busch, Inc., anAnderson,
who
lives
in
the Baltimore Orioles made ache or pain to call his own.
nounced Thursday that it is not renewing the contract of
Thousand
Oaks,
Calif.,
coached
final preparations for SaturA club official said "robody
Harry Caray, whohas Oroadcast St. Louis Cardinals baseball
day's World Series opener with is going to be hindered by any the San Diego Padres the past
games for 25 years.
season and was named just
Jack Buck was named to head up the broadcasting team
those guys just getting over a Injury of any kind."
Wednesday as a coach for the
for 1970, said August A. Busch Jr., owner of the club.
aloe-year illness- the "amaBut the Orioles, 8-5 favorites
California Angels.
Buck is sports director of radio station KMOX and has
zin'" Mets from New York.
to take the series, are in no
Bristol, who took his firing as
been teamed with Caray in Cards baseball broadcasts since
Slugger-deluxe Frank Robin- danger of becoming overconno surprise, has been offered a
1954.
son, excused from a two-hour fident, Weaver said.
job in the Reds' front office as
Caray's current contract Caray said.
rkout Thursday to tape a
"They are not going to let 162
with the brewery runs through Caray said he thought he
York television show, games go down the drain. They a special assistant to General
December.
, rned" this morning for a last were up for the playoffs and Manager Bob Howsam. He has
ouster was the result of
iii
leup
n
and a big motorcade they'll be up for the series," he not yet announced his plans.
''somebody's vendetta.
Bristol
came
to
the
Reds
in
Caray
the
said he did not know
afternoon through the said.
middle of the 1966 season after
why his contract was not retown area.
Weaver named Mike Cuellar
Carey said he had not beep
newed, but he said he doubted
manging the team's Macon,
(23-11), Dave McNally (20-7)
negotiating for another job.
it
had
anything
to
do
with
Ga.,
marfarm
club.
The Birds and their flight and Jim Palmer (16-4) as his
keting and promotion as ex- "But vvnen I go to the World
leaders- Manager Earl Weaver, three-man series rotation. Tom
plained in the Busch state- Series Monday, I'm sure I will
coaches,
club
his
officials and Phoebus (14-7), the fourth
be talking to people. I just
ment.
American League President Joe starter during the season, will
hope somebody offers me a
"Marketing
to
sales
me is
, Cronin- were guests of honor. be used in long relief with SIGNS C ON TR ACT
and I only sold this product job," he said.
1.Taking part in the tribute to Eddie Watt, Dick Hall and Pete
i•
from 200,000 cases a year to Buck said he plans to remain
DETROIT (UPI) - Defense:the league champions were
more than 2 million barrels a Pens director of KMOX at
I• marching bands and various Richert handling short relief.
man
Hon
Harris,
obtained
last
Cuellar, who will start the
year. It's the most successful least until baseball starts in
sdignitaries, including top state opening game, appeared in 16 year in a trade with the
sales story in the industry." the spring.
..:and city officials led by Mayor games against the Mets in four Oakland Seals, has signed a
- Thomas D'Alesandro.
years as a member of the 1969 contract with the Detroit
SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI) , Some 2,000 series tickets, Houston Astros and never gave Red Wings of the National
TROTTER RETIRES
Hockey League.
Puerto Rico constitutes the top
Most of them for seats with up a home run to them.
His signing left only two team
obstructed views, were still
of what may he the world s
After he pitched some batting
MONTREAL (UPI)- Nevele
:available and went on sale at practice Thursday, he was members unsigned before Sahighest mountain range, which
Memorial Stadium this morn- asked how he intended to pitch turday's opening game against Pride, the fastest trotter of all begins 27,000 feet below the
stud
time,
will
be
retired
to
the Toronto Maple Leafs.
ing.
Atlantic Ocean in Bronson's
against the Mets.
because of a lame left foreleg. Deep.
• The Orioles, out to make it
N\NN
"Very carefully," he
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \
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Championship May
Be Decided With
Weekend Clashes

Racers Take On Strong Team
From Missouri On Saturday

Aaron Meets Charles
In Match Play Today

PO Show

)nly

IM
RBY

Murtaugh Gets Nod
From Pittsburgh

Don Hoak Dies
Of Heart Attack
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Georgia Tech Needs Super
Effort To Defeat Tennessee

JUNIOR VARSITY
LOSES GRID GAME

11111

YOU KNOW
iNdie

fill ‘,11 \,,LI,
Medic aid Prescriptions at 'Felt a I Discount
prices?

.

Phone 753-8304
for the Lowest
Prescription
Prices in Town

F
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"Sparky" Anderson
Named Reds Coach

HATCHER HAS IT

Baltimore Is All Decked
Out For Invasion Of Mets

Holy Cow, Harry,
The Beer Ran Out

ONLY THE BEST
MERCURYS
*MARQUIS
*MONTEREY
*CYCLONE
*MONTEGO
*COUGAR

GMC'S THE BETTER TRUCKS
TOYOTAS
*COROLLA
*CORONA
*MARK II
*CROWN
*LAND CRUISER

ale
g.

HATCHER AUTO SALES
515 SOUTH 12th STREET
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Mrs. Nettie Beach
Program Leader At
Goshen WSCS Meet

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

"Delo.
Murray TM'S Hears Report On Work
Of Reelfoot Rural Ministry At Meeting

Her girls hate
their stepfather

The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Goshen
United Methodist Church met
Tuesday evening at seven-thirty o'clock with twenty-one members present.
An inspiring devotion on
"Why Get Involved?" using
scriptures from Mark 4:45-54
end James 2:14-17 was given
by Mrs. Inema Wright.
Mrs. Nettie Beech introduced
the program, "Life Of Ann Bennett, One Who Is Always Involved". Also taking part in
the program were Mrs. Marlene
Beach and Mrs. Julia Bell.
Mrs. Ruth Wilson presided
over the business session. Tin
minutes were read by Mrs
Ernestine Venable and'the tres.
surer's report was given by Mrs.
Sue Archer.
Plans were made for the
week of prayer to be observed
at the church on Tuesday, October 21, at 7:30 p.m.
Refreshments were served

The way in which Christian- are being made for a central
ity is working to help people in administration building to be
a rural area of Tennessee was erected on a five-acre plot dodiscussed at the general meet- nated for the purpose.
By Abigail Van Buren
ing of the Women's Society of Mrs. Butler extended an inChristian Service, First United vitation to local people to visit
DEAR ABBY: NI) first husband died, leaving me with
Methodist Church, on Tuesday the area and see the work betwo daughters. ages 2 and 6. I stayed single for six years.
morning, Ocotber 7, held at the ing done. She asked for a conWe lived with my parents while I worked, so naturally the
church.
tinuation of local support.
girls are spoiled rotten.
Mrs. Perry Butler, chairman
Accompanying Mrs. Butler to
of the Advisory Committee of Murray was Mrs. Robert HenMy problem: About a year ago I married a wonderful
the Reelfoot Rural Ministry, ex- ley, district secretary of missman who had never been married before. Abby, he couldn't
MR. AND MRS. HARRISON
plained the joint project of ionary education.
•••
be nicer to me and the girls, but they treat him shamefully.
eleven
churches working togeth- To honor Mrs. Butler and Mrs.
They say, "We don't have to listen to you—you aren't
our
er to meet the needs of both Henley, a coffee was held in
Saturday, October 11
REAL father." They can be sweet as pie to him when they
the church and the community. the social hall before the proThe Captain Wendell 0
want something, but after they get it, they go back to their
She emphasized the part of gram. Mrs. Harold Douglas,
chapter of the DAR will have
hateful ways.
the program that is doing so Mrs. John Ward, Mrs. Dick
•••
luncheon at the Colonial Hou
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Ross
He has tried so hard to make them like him. I love this
Smorgasbord at 12 noon with much to solve the social, relig- Sykes, and Mrs. J. W. Stuart
of Dexter Route One are the
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Harrison Mrs. Ralph Slow and Mrs. Price ious, physical, and educational were in charge of the arrangeman, Abby, and I hate to see him hurt. What can I do'
parents of a baby girl, Connie. of Route #1, Hardin, Kentucky
problems of unfortunate people ments
Doyle as hostesses.
NEEDS HELP
weighing seven pounds 13% will celebrate their golden wed•••
•••
in the cotton country near
ounces, measuring 19% inches ding anniversary on October 11.
DEAR NEEDS: First, may I take exception to your
A rummage sale will be held Reelfoot Lake.
long, born on Sunday, October
statement, "We lived with my parents while I worked, so
The Harrisons were married at the Legion Hall starting at The program, she said, i
5, at 5:32 a.m. at the Murray- on October 11, 1919 by W.T.
naturally the girls are spelled rotten." Why, "naturally"?
A group of young ladies of
eight am. sponsored by the wo- helping these people to become
Calloway County Hospital.
Snow at Paris, Tennessee.
the Kappa Delta social sorority
Many working *ethers have instilled respect and discipline
men of St. John's Episcopal self-supporting and community
The father is a farmer and
Mrs. Harrison, the former Church. Persons having items minded. She showed attractive
of Murray State University visIn their claire% a• don't blame year parents.
a member of the Calloway
Genetta Mathis, is the daugh- are asked to call 753-2911 or crafts made for the Christmas
Kyle Field on Sunday.
ited
From w'hneu
County Board of Education.
wit of your
sale and took the orders of loThey were the guests of the
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. 753-7309.
control, so 1 adthe professional counseling. Loire of their
Their other children are Nancy,
cal ladies.
•••
Murray Aviation, Inc., to make
Robert K. Mathis of Hardin.
school principal, Otherwise, face the alternatives. Your
age 17, Pat Keith, age 15, BobMrs. Joe Foster opened her pictures for the MSU Shield.
The Lynn Grove PTA will Interest in the program of
Mr. Harrison, a retired school
daughters will force you to choose between them and your
by, age 14, Joe Hardin, age 13,
sponsor • turkey shoot at the the Reelfoot Rural Ministry is home for the potluck supper
The students enjoyed visitAnn Lucille, age 11, Timmy, teacher, is the son of the late
good husbind. or your husband will find life with you and
widespread. Youth groups come meeting held by the Ann Has- ing with the pilots, airport
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Harrison
, Conservation Club on the Ern- each
age 9, Rose-Marie, age 8, and
your daughters intolerable and HE will make a choice, and
whine
Sunday
School
Class of loafers, and sight seers at the
year from places as far a
est Bailey farm at ten a.m.
also of Hardin.
Tommy, age 2.
take a walk. And who could blame him?
• ••
way as Cincinnati, Ohio, and the Memorial Baptist Church on airport on Sunday afternoon.
The Harrisons have ono daughGrandparents are Mrs. Ginny
A dance will be held at the Tuscaloosa, Ala., to help with Monday evening, October 6.
ter, Mrs. Dorris Hutches, and
Ross of the Westview Nursing
Calloway
County Country Club Vacation Bible Schools, Day
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a salesman and he is out
one
son,
Joe Damon Harrison,
Home, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
of
"How Big Is God" was the
from
nine
p.m. to one a.m. with Camps, and other projects.
town for a week at a time. He usually calls me twice during
Giuseppi Fricia of Detroit, both of Route 1, Hardin, Kentheme of the devotion presentA
part
time
health
clinic
has
music
by
Jack
Stalcup
and his
the week to find out how things are at home. I apprecia
tucky. They have four grandMich.
been opened in the area. Plans ed by Mrs. Nettie McKeel.
te
•••
these calls, but I never know when to expect them.
children, Joe Brooks Harrison, Orchestra. The dinner has been
The business session was concancelled
due
to
the
Murray
SERVICES
Ken Harrison, Diana Hutchens,
This morning be called me at 7, raving mad. He said
ducted by the president, Mrs.
State University football game.
he
all of Route 1, Hardin, KenFoster.
had been trying to reach me since 6 o'clock last
Farmer
The
Ave a4 N 17th St.
charge
will
be six dollars
and
tucky and _Mrs. Mike Wyatt
Those present were Mesdames
was worried half out of his mind. per couple.
Murray, Kentuck,
of Route 1, Almo, Kentucky.
Lots Sanderson, Thyra CrawLast evening my neighbor and I took our children
•• •
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. and
to the
ford, Elizabeth James, Essie
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison wlllbe
circus, after which we had coffee at her house and
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.
The
Beata
and
Slippers
/ stayed
arter,
unable
to
Opal Reeves, Nettie Mchave a reception due Square Dance Club
to visit for about an hour. Then I came right home
will have
Thirteen
Murray
girls
have
and I
to bad health.
— ALL WELCOME —
an open house at the Murray accepted bids to join sororities Keel, Modell Miller, Lottie Gibwent to bed. I must have slept so soundly I didn't
even hear
American Legion Hall at eight at Murray State University, ac- son, Mackie Hubbs, Laura Jena. The
the phone ring.
Bible Speaks to You
p.m. Bill Dunn will be the cal- sording to the list released in gs, Lucy Featherstone, Celia
Must I stay home every night in anticipation
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
wrence, Willie Garland, and
of my
ler.
Everyone
,
includin
g chil- the University newspaper.
husband's calls? That's all we ever fight about.
ammu
nliiimitail5
Sund
e Foster.
dren and teenagers, are welSix sororities are on the MurGREAT FALLS WIFE
come to attend.
ray State campus, according to
By VERNON SCOTT
•• •
Cathi Greer, MSU Panhellenic
DEAR WIFE: First you and your husband should agree
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
The Wranglers Riding Club president. They are Alpha Delon a "time" when be is to call you. Then, ask your telephon
e
will have money horse show ta Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta, Alcompany to provide you with the loudest bell they have. And
HOLLYWOOD (UN) — Sen.
at the riding Ism at five p.m. pha Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orit wouldn't be a bad idea to have your healing checked.
John L. McClellan and other
Four place money will be given. Alpha, Kappa Delta, and Sigder
of
the
Rainbow
for Girls
concerned officials in Congress,
• ••
ma Sigma Sigma.
01
State Houses and -the Federal held its regular meeting at the
DEAR ABBY: Last Sunday, while driving on a
Gospel
singing will be
Murray girls pledging and
Masonic
Hall on Tuesday, Oct -ho
t
corn
m
'lineatio
ns
thith1
1oi
d at the Grace Baptist their sorority are as follows:
well-traveled freeway on the outskirts of town, I noticed
her 7, at seven o'clock in the
two
are
suffering
paroxysms ofl
Church starting at seven p.m.
Chris Kodman and Darlene
cars ahead of me. One was a new convertible containi
ng
anguish over the televising soon evening.
• ••
Stuart, Alpha Gamma Delta.
three young girls. The other was a sedan in which five young
Miss
Paulette
Markovic
h,
preof current "X" rated movies,
Sunday, October 12
Cindy Alexander, Debbie Edmen were riding. These kids were "racing," and passing
Their fears are somewhat sident, presided at the meeting. The Murray-Calloway County monds, Suzan Kennedy,
Debbie
each other at a high rate of speed, then slamming on
unfounded, acciirding to one The minutes were read by the Shrine Club will have its month- Luther, and Mary Matarazzo,
the
recorder
Miss
,
Betsy
brakes and stopping abruptly in front of each other.
Riley.
ly fellowship breakfast at the Alpha Omicron Pi.
network executive.
Those introduced and wel- Soitthsid
The girl was a very poor driver. She lost control
e Restaurant at nine
Today movie theaters are
Donna Jones, Gail Smith,
of the
comed
were
Miss
Barbie Keel, a.m. Members
car once, and went off the highway, but got back on
jammed with sex and nudity
and
Olivia
their
famiCook, Paula Owen, and
again.
Grand Christian flag bearer
lies are urged to attend.
The kids in both cars were laughing and shouting back
epics that hardly make for
Marcia Hayes, Alpha Sigma
and
Miss Marilyn Lasater, grand re•
•
•
Alpha.
wholesome home viewing for presentative
forth to each other.
of Texas; Miss Pat. The old
Calloway County
grammar school kids.
Jan Reagan, Sigma Sigma SigAbby, a nightmarish accident involving not only these
rieia Evans, grand representa- Court
House on Chestnut Street ma.
No matter how open-minded tive to California;
two cars, but others could have occurred easily. I
Miss Lynr
wanted to
the parent, he need not insist Watson, past grand represent will be open from two to five
stop and phone the highway patrol but my wife told
ame to
that
his
offspring stay up to see tive to Kansas; Miss Joyce Win- p.m.
mind my own business. What would you have done?
•••
the video premiere of "I Am chester, past grand representaand Wayne Darnell Names will
Phone 753-8304
Monday, October 13
STILL SHAKING
be tabled.
Curious (Yellow)," "The Fox," tive to Vermont; Miss Betsy RiThe
WMU
of
for
•
•
•
the
Blood
the
River
Lowest Prescript‘In
"The
Staircase," "The Gra- ley, past grand representative
DEAR STILL: I would have told my wife that the safety
Baptist Association will have its
Tuesday, October 14
duate," "Bob and Carol and to North Dakota.
of innocent motorists [and even the lives of those
Prices In Town
I leadership conference for leadfoolish
The Suburban Homemakers
Ted and Alice," or any of the
Miss Cynthis Welch was inkids) were indeed MY business, and I would have
stopped
Club
will
meet
with
BE!.
Mrs.
other
Holadult
ill? SHOPPING cr\-r- Eft
stalled
pictures
as immortality and Miss ers of the WMU and Sunbeam
making the
and called the police.
Open 9 to 9 Monday thru
rounds.
Donna Knight was installed as Bands at the First Baptist mes Dunn, 212 South 13th
Saturday
1 6 Sun ,vs
Of course, the little beggars service to complete the install. Church, Murray, from nine a.m Srteet, at 7:30 p.m.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours?
•
•
•
Per a personal are liable to
ation
of
two
officers
to
p.m.
Each
for
is
sneak
this
term,
to bring a
into the
reply write to Abby, Box WM, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90849, and television room
Plans were started for a bake sack lunch with drinks and des- The Grace Wyatt Circle of
and have their
enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
sale to be held on Saturday, seri being furnished by the host the First Presbyterian Churcn
lives irreparably ruined,
Per Abby's new beeldiet. "What
There are safeguards which November 15. Correspondence church. The Nursery will be will meet with Mrs. Rex HawTeen-Agers Want in
\\\\\\\\N%%\‘‘.
..\% \s.\%\‘‘\‘
kins at 9:30 a.m.
‘\%N.Nss.
should reassure Sen. McClellan, was read inviting the Assembly open.
,
Know," send $1 to Abby, Box WM,Los
\S•••\
• ••
Animism, Cal 944411.
•
•
•
to
the
inspection of Crescent
who has circulated a questionThe
Progress
ive
HomemakThe South Pleasant Grove
naire to film producers and Hill No, Three, Louisville, on
Homemakers Club will meet at ers Club will meet with Mrs.
broadcasters to discover if October 18.
A practice for the officers the home of Mrs. Viola Mc- Raymond Nall, 704 Main Street,
Thrifty, Satisfying
2 tablespoons lard or
current "X" and "R" rated
at seven p.m.
will be held on Wednesday, Reynolds at arm p.m.
drippin
gs
flicks
will
make
the
televisio
n
Homemade Soup
•••
•••
October 15, from 3:30 to fi
$.eups water
scene.
Wins Family Praise
The Calloway County Gene. The Lynn Grove Homemak4 teaspoons salt
First line of defense are the p m. at the Masonic Hall.
Members present were Tre- alogical Society will meet at ers Club will meet at the home
three networks, ABC, CBS and
Who makes , homemade I/2 teaspoon pepper
of Mrs. Clifford Miller at one
NBC. They don't want to get tra McCord, Paulette Markovich, the home of Mrs. Charlie Stubsoup today? Too few cooks! 1 onion, sliced
p.m.
blefield
Irene
at
1:30
Futrell,
p.m.
Cindy
Welch,
1
4
teaspoo
into
trouble with the Federal
n marjoram
Soup making makes mini•••
Linda
Showman
,
Kris
Kimball,
Communications
Commissiot
mal demands on the cook's 1 bay leaf
The Gamma Gamma chapter
and risk having the FCC Patricia Evans, Barbara Sledd,
time, points out Reba Stages, 3 medium potatoes, diced
Betsy Riley, Denise Kalberer, of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
2
reshuffle
large
the
carrots, sliced
deck.
t,home economist with the NaJoyce Winchester, Marilyn Las- the Community Center at 7:30
The second filter is the
•lional Live Stock and Meat 1 cup diced rutabaga or
ater, Paula Cook, Lynn Watson, p.m.
independently owned television
turnip
:Board. Meat and vegetables
• ••
Vicki Cathey, Barbie Keel, Lisa
station,
1
can
affiliated
1
pound) tomatoes
or not with a Robertson, and
are quickly readied for the •
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
Donna
Knight.
45,
'a"se
Brown meat on all sides in network. The owner can replace
-jot. The only time-consumAdults present were Mrs. of the First United Methodist
jny part of soup making is lard or drippings. Pour off the movie with a couple of Frances Churchill, mother
ad- Church WSCS will meet at the
-the several hours of simmer- drippings. Add water, salt, hours of organ music or a re- visor, Mrs. Lillian Robertson social hall at 7:30 p.m.
,
the
run
of
Roller Derby.
•••
- during which the cook pepper, onion, marjoram and
and George Williams.
Finally, the government can
•is free and family appetites hay leaf. Cover and simmer
The Bethany Sunday School
The next regular meeting will
:ore aroused by the aroma over low heat for 2 hours. set down guidelines for what be held on Tuesday, October 21, Class of the First Baptist
-/
Add potatoes, carrots, ruta- may or may not be seen on at seven p.m. at the
...,afting from the pot.
Masonic Church will meet at the home
television.
baga
'ts
.or
Mrs.
E.
turnips
of
P.
Hall.
Heater
An
and
initiation
at
seven
tomawill be held.
•
In the end, no matter what is
•• •
toes. Cover and simmer until
The
p.m.
Beef In A Bowl
•
•
•
shown
the
on
televisio
n screen,
meat and vegetables are ten:1 to 4 pounds oxjoints or
der. about 30 minutes. 6 to It will rest with parents as to
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
;ti - beet' shank cross cuts
•
what their children are allowed Meat Plus Mix
the South Pleasant Grove Una.
servings.
•
to view. In matters of manners
Make a main dish,with a ed Methodist Church WSCS
hostess can help you
and morals it has always been convenience product for a will meet at the church at sevover the anxiety of getthus.
hurry-up meal. Just follow en p.m.
• ••
ting acquainted in new
package directions for desurroundings and make
The Sigma Department of
hydrated noodle, potato or
kou feel at "Home
rice products. Then stir in the Murray Woman's Club will
Come To
immobile Mobile Homes
Sweet Home," again.
browned pork sausage or have an open meeting at 7:30
Though they are called ground beef and continue p m at the club house. Hoste .sShe will bring gifts and
•'mobile" homes, most homes- cooking as directed. Quar- es will be Mesdames Joe Hal
vital information from
in-wheels are neither mobile tered frankfurters and juli- Spann. Chad Stewart, Bill Thuryour neighborhood busiman, Virgil Harris, and John
nor .easy to transport. A re- enne strips of leftover meat
ness and civic leaders.
and Try vur
Purdom.
A
discussio
n
on hu, ent survey showed that 84% can be used in like manner.
relations is scheduled.
Call
of them are at least 12 feet Hundreds of tasty combina- man
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
• •.
Phone 753-2370
wide and 60 feet Fong. Tht tions can be created without
The Theta Department of thr
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
1969 models offer such lux- nc .ice in minutes by the Murray Woman's
Club
will
meet
uries as'queen-sized beds, 8' canny cook. Meat also makes
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
t the club house at 7:30 pm
The Most
Mines, house-sized kitch- a main course out of canned ev. Stephen Mazak,
6a.1. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
Jr., will
Famous Basket
ens, walk-in closets and util- products such as macaroni speak on "Morality and
—
Mass
J. C. Oallimore
—
in the Worlde
and cheese and spaghetti in Media". Hostesse
ity rooms.
s will be Messauce.
So. 12th Street
dames Lee Tinsley, John Nance,
753 2617
Murray, Ky.
Friday, October 10
All retired teachers are in
vited to attend the D
meeting at one p.m. in the St
dent Union Building. This is i
connection with the First
trict Educational meeting.
• ••
The North Murray Homemakers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Robert Boitnott, 712
Elm Street, at 1:30 p.m.

A Golden Wedding
Anniversary For
The Gus Harrison

Kappa Delta Girls
Visit The Airport

Hasseltine Class
Meets /n Home
Of Mrs.Foster

my, year does

PAOR

UK.t

are
Sunday IN
Morning'

Training I
Worship E

Prayer 16

MORE
CUMILI

as,
hauday
Morning
Young
Evening

JEN(
101
0
Watohtov
Bible Lec
Bible Stu
Ministry
Service lo

NETIEtt

Tr
Sabbath .
Wort3hip

tHRISTIAN SCIENCE,

night,

Thirteen Murray
Girls Accept Bids
To MSU Sororities

Parents Are
Main Censor
ot Children

Paulette Markovich
Presides At Meet
Rainbow For Girls

Family Record for the entire
At the end of the yea: we willyear!
you your record for ta_-. purpo mail
ses at
your request.
'['his is another o1 the many
services we offer 1 addition
R(' to Total'Discount F 'ices.

This Week's

SPECIAL
1967,CORVETTE
- Convertible -

4\17 HOME
E
4g
OM
EIA
TIHN,
SWA6

00i

neat ...no
Sunday
Morn in
Second a
Sunda]
Methoc
Fallow
Worship

Mi
Deem!
Pint an
Woreh
Elunda3
Second a
Sunda:
Won&
COI
MI

TIM Sui
Sandal
Eseond 1
Sunda;
Womb
Third B
Sunda
/North
Worst
Sunda
MYF S
(Ind

Siesday
Bible
Womb
Elven!!
Wsdnes(
Mid.11

ME
Church
Worship
Youth FI
Bible Si
Evening
dui

CI
Rfhle r
Worsht
Evenini
Wadtneg
Btble
MAII
Worehl
Church

Yellow - 4-Speed Transmission
A.M.-F.M. Radio
Tennessee Tags
New Car Trade-In

Konaugok.

Has Been

$3675
Now Only - $3275

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

1 El

M

Linda Adams

'•

\
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Wright.
;eh introduced
Of Ann BenEs Always Inking part in
Mrs. Marlene
Julia Bell,
ison presided
I session. The
ead by Mrs.
and -the treagiven by Mrs.

ide for the
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GRACE BAPTIST CH13111.CH
South Ninth Street
Bee. L. D. Mama pester
unday School
9:45 am
Morning Worship
10:45 am.
Sunday Night
Training Union
6:15
Worship Service
7:00
Prayer Meeting

7:00 p.m

HURRAY CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 18th and Plainview
James J. Koster, Mitilster
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evangelistic Service .... 7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Prayer Service
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
011.1MARELARD PILESSYTERCHURCH
Rae. Ed Glover, pastor
Sunday School
lo.ut) a.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Young People
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

TEMPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Thomas. Plodder
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 9:30 am.
Sunday School at alternate times
each Sunday.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Bandarra
Watchtower Study .... 10:30 a.m
Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.
Bible Study Tuesday .. 7:30 p.m:
Ministry School Friday
7:30 p.m.
Servioe Meeting Friday
8:30 p.m.

RUSSELLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. H. Thomas. Pastor
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at II
m.
Sunday School at alternate thaell
Each Sunday

4.•

Air"'

04

NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Billy Gallimore pastor
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Youth
7:00 p.m
Fellowship

How important is this transformer to the

raising or lowering
. electric pressure. It does not
generate power but is master over the
current that passes through it. God is that way
too. He is

master over all. He

to the dour and directs the cloud that- rings
the rain. His love

•

CHESTNUT STREET
TABERNACLE
(P,entsearital Church Of God
Of America)
Cherry & Chestnut
am.
a.m. Rey. John W. De Water. Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 AM.
11:00 A.M.
a.m. Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:30 P.M.
p.m. Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:30 P.M.
p.m. Friday P.Y P A.
7:30 P.M.

is revealed

in the beauty

of the rose and his concerhfoi• us shown in
saving us from the storm. He is Lord, and God, and
Master of all. He has the power to control
our lives ... our wealth ... our health. As the

transformer is

necessary to the distribution

of

electricity so is His church necessary to the
Sunday:

in the world.

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH

10:00 6.1771
11:00
7:30
7:50 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship ..
Training Union
Evening Worship
Prayer Service

10:00
11:00 6.M.
6:30 P.M.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 P.m

Sunday School
Morning Worship .
Trantng Union ..
Evening Worship
Wednesday Nigh t

"Ili!IS

HAZLL BM. 118i CHURCH
H. R. Winchester, pastor

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

,oNlyERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
106 North 15th Street
Hollis Miller, minister
Bible Study
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........10:30
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week
7:01) p.m
Thursday (College Student
Devotional)
6:15 p.m.

Hutson Chemical Co•,Inc.

Auto and Truck Service

209 So. 7th

COLDWATER UNITED
MEI HODIST CHI'RtH
Jim Baker. Pastor
First Sunday
10:00
Church School
11:00
S(d-vice
Second and Fourth Sunday
10:00
Chirreli School
'Third Sunday
10'00
Service
Worship
10:45
Church School

MrItRAY CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
WOW Hall - 3911 & Maple
9.30 am.
Bible School
10.45 am.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service

Murray, Ky.

0.45
11:00
6:30
'7.30
7:30

am.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

UhilTED PENTACOsTAL
CHURCH
New Concord on Hwy. 444
Mills 0. Campbell. Pastor

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIas
CHURCH

Sunday School.........10:00
11:00
Morning Worship
7:00
Training union
10:00 a.m.
8:00
Worship
Evening
11:00 a.m.
7:30
Red. Services

Sunday School
Worship Sorties

Phone 753-1933

Bel

Air

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m

Wed. - 7:3(1 p m.
Bible Study
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Rorahip

Carroll Tire Service

Storey's Food Giant

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"

Phone 753-1751

Sunday Scnool
Vl orship
Training 1.4..0n ...
Evening 1, orehip
Wednesday Ser . ce

Shopping Center

1105 Pogue

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
- Blk E. of S. 12th - Phone 753-1480

UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Stacy Myers, 'minister
10:00 a.m
School
Sunday
10:50 am.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Service
Mid-Week Bible Study:
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

EMMAINV111. MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bro. Thomas Fortner, pastor
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
7:30 P.m.
E‘ening Worship
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service

SINKING STRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH

••••••I

ELM UROVE HA211sT CHURCH
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
l.m. A. Farmer, pastor
METHODIST CHURCH
Sui.d..) School
10:00 a.m.
Johnson Easley, Pastor
Tiallning Union
6:00 p.m.
Worship Service
9:30 a.m. Worship
11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Church School
10:40 am Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Sholar's Auto Repair

ORR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. HUI Bond. pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.rn
Miurn,ing Woren
-00 p.m
F:vonine WnrmIhIP

Sunday School

Morning Worship
11 R.M
Evening Classes
6 p.m.
Evening Worship .. • • 6:30 11-DI
Wednesday'
6 pm.
Bible Class
Ringing
7 min.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Dean Crutchfield, minister
10:00
10:00 a.m.
Church School
Sunday Bible Study
Morning Worship
• v. 10:46 a.m.
Worship Service:
7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m Evening worship
Wed. Blble Study
7:30 p.m.
Youth Fellowship:
... let Sun. & 3rd Wed. evening
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Evening Services 30 minutes later
during Summer months.
APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN
TEMPLE
309 So. 6th Street
NEW CONCORD
Rey. Robert Derootieh CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 a ni
Sunday School
10:00 am Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 p m.
Rible Classes
p.m
Worship & Preaching . 10.50 a in Wed. Evening Worship ....
7:00 Pm.
Evening Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Classes

Complete

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCE
H. C. Chiles. pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
n.m.
6:00
Training Union
'7:90 p.m .
.ven. Worship
Prayer Meeting.'Wed,nesday 7:30 pan.

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev.Wilite Johnson pastor
10-00 am.
Sunday School
Dilly Roberts. Supt.
—
11:00 a.m., -Morning Worship
6:10 p.m.., ' , riasT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Training Union
111 N. Fifth Street
Donn le Chapman. Director
M. Porter, pastor
7:30 p.m.William
Evening Worship
930 a.m.
Wednesday Service • • • 7:00 p.m.
10:30 am.
Worshvfp Hour
1100 p.m.
Even ine Service
5:10
Chi Rho Fellowship
NEW ritovinyNcr;
5'00 P.m.
CVF F.-Una-ship
CHRIST
CHURCH OF
third Wednesday
Men's Fellowship
third Tuesday
(-WY Gen. Meet.
Johnny Dale. !minister

holds the key

KIR11111.-Y 11111T111113
—
METHODIST CHURCH

•

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey. Kentucky
Robert Itnbinion. minister
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Service
..
7:00 P.m'4unday Night

•••

electrician! It contains an induction coil for

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 one'

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PREsBYTRRIAN CHURCH
11:00 LEL.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Night Service
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
and third Sunri.v

aiMmoniAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Main Street at 10th
Norman Culpepper, pa.tor
753-4411
Dial-A -Devotion
9:40 am
Sunday School
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
-4„.......,/
Training Union:
6:30 p.m
(Sept.-March)
CIO P.m
(April-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
1:30 p.m.
(Sept.-March)
7:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Prayer- Meeting:
7:20 p.m.
Each Wednesday

transforming of lives in the community ...

any
tion

Sund, y Sci- ..) I
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Vi orship
Wed. Prayer Meeting

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray -Pottert own Road
Bro. James West, minister
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 R.M.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

WEST MURRAY CHURCH
LYNN GROVE
KETHODIST CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Demi* F. Wheatley, pester
South 18th Street
Flirt and Third Sundays:
Worship Service .... 9:45 am.
"44 Mar". prea4h.r
Sunday School ... 10:45 a.m. s..,,iess4,
Second and Fourth.
Sundap Salle Beady — 1000 am.
Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:00
T
foliall-_
Worship service .... II:00' met WM*29
Wor
Wordttp
...i.
4s.1a.
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
IrilelasdaY Brae
METHODIST CHURCH
Par information
or itransportallem
Gall 753-3800 or 763-714111
Pleat Sunday:
Sunday School ...
10:00 am. FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Noma Sunday:
Fifth and Maple Streets
Sunday School .... 10:00 am.
pastor
Worship Service ... 11:00 a.M. Dr
'Samuel R. Dodson, Jr..
9:45a.m.
Church School
Third Sunday:
Lem Morning Worship
lo
Sunday S col
8:46 & 10:60 a.m.
Fourth Sunday 9,
6:30 p.m.
Worship Send-,
r• Jr. & Sr. Fellowship .
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School .... 10:45 a.m.Evening Worship
IMF Sunday
7:00 p.m.
(2nd and 4th Sundays)
7th & Poplar
CHURCH OF (HEIST
EIRRSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. David Brasher, pastor
iMsday
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Bible School
9.45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Worship Hour
.
10:40 am. Morning
Training
'Onion
41:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
4:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
.. 9:99 p.m.
Midweek Bible Study 7:30 p.m Wednesday Night

ar.
mail

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Ito.. Martin Mattingly. pastor
Sunday Masses: 8 a.m.,11 am. and
4:30 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
sm. and 6:00 p.m.

NORTHRIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Randolph Allen. pastor
Jerry Graham„Sunday School rupt.
10:00 a.m
San aN School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
ServIce
Evening
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHUKCH
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wed.
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
Sunday Evening Singing . 6:30 P.m
Rea Aubert Rom, Pastor
10:00 a.
Sunday School
11:00 a.
Morning Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
6:30 p.
Evening Worship
CHURCH
Max Anderson, Beads, School Supt.
Route 3 - Pottertown

iiiO4,0•110047_

•

0000 SHEPHERD UNITED
sEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
METHODIST CHURCH
CHURCH
(Formerly New Hope and Sulphur
15th & Sycamore
Springs Churches)
Travis smith, pastor
Johnson Easley, Pastor
Sabbath School
1:00 p
Church School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
2:00 p.m Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Methodist -Youth Fellowship
Meeting
6:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
CHURCH oF Jr.ou% ettP•ST
1420 W. Main Street
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS.
Rev. Robert Bureheell. Thar
(Mermen)
Services Each Sunday $3
Services held at 15th and Sycamore
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
3:00 and 10:80 nni. •
7:00 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting
Phone 7111.8149

SIM and Third Sundays:
Sunday School
10:00
Morning Service .... 11:00
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Methodist Youth
Fellowship
6:15
Worship Service
7:00

1.60

LIBERTV CUMBERLAND
PREMBYTERIAV
Robert H. Balm pastor
Sunday School
10:00
Preaching
11:00

COME TO WORIIP
-AND REJOICE...

Gomm sossisaansT
eavaow

11:00 p.m.

00.

116111

Society of
of the Goshat
I Church met

OCTOBER 10.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Leon Pealek, pastor
10 .00 arn.
Sunday School
10:60 a.M.
Worship Servioe
0:50 P.m
Trebling Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Service
Wednesday
Rudy Barnett, 8.8. Supt., Paul Warne
Director.
Garrison, !training Union

••••••••

_•••••

ea'

;

—

WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
Rey. Heyward itoberts,Porlot
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Prayer Service
7:30 p.m
Wednesday

WAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
100 East Mulberry Street
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m..
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday
6:30 p.m.
Teacher Training
7 :1110p.ng
Prayer Service
:00 p.m.
A.C.E. League

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHUB( H
Doyle M. Webb, pastor
South 16th and Glendale Road
Sunday School
10:00 am.
orship Service
11:00 am.
Sunday night
........ '1:30 p.m.
7:60 p.m.
Mta Week Service

Colonial House Smorgasbord
Hwy. 641

753 2700

N

...

cAlrCain & Treas Motor Sales

0 oir,

15)123i3.,

AINIENKAN
MOTORS

Ambassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

Ilir
Trenhohn's Drive-In
Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

Benny Penny Chicken - Pizza -

Bowling At lie Best

1415

Main

Street

Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.
Robert

Young

Herman K. Ell iS

Fine Food

Phone 763-2202

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
SALES, SERVICE ANO PARK RENTAL
HWY 94,

Jew., et

Phone 753-5012

MILE EAST OF MURRAY

OFFICE PH

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Johnson's Grocery
Fine Food For Fine Folks

indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.

New & Used

Boone's Incorporated

Murray Livestock Company
Phone 753-5334

—

.,.,-A- '•
,q •,

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3251
502 N 4th St.

753-5041

512 S. 12th St.

GROGAN

753.2085

Murray

Shirley Florist

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

753.6685

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Phone 753-4832
8th at Chestnut

GIL G. HOPSON
HOME PH

436.5890

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

Lynhurst Resort
r

Col. and Mrs. Thomas E. Broom - Owners
Phcsm 436-3346

Used Cars — Minor Repairs
7`,'- 5862
Night 753-3548

National Hotel Building

Murray -Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division

P
Palace Drive-In
A Friend
Points

Phone 753-7992

Holmes Ellis, mgr
Pkigpe

•

E.

W. Outland, supt

,
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Jobbers of 8541 011 Products
Phone 7n-132S
Concord

New

/

W9
J.W. You -1
Wm. E. Dodson

436-3T16

Susie's Cafe

A Friend

r),,,,

Five

or

753 8220

•
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that area, so the street will
pany, January 13; Wayfarers
Dever be constructed. The area
(Vocal Group), February 17 in
is 40 feet wide and 223 feet
Martin, Tenn. at the University
(Continued From Page One) (Continued From Page 0114' (Continued From Page One)
long and lies between the (Cor.tinued From Pogo One/
Music Bldg. Campus U. T. M. (Continued From Page One)
(Continued From Page Ono)
homes of J. N. Fain and DoroGeorge Sion. She sang in Other concerts will be annto him. Mr Hurt said that he last instruction. Off went the
of
of the Safety Committee of the tha Dunn. The city will retain
when he noticed the fire. He ty of Hopkinsville and a VolksHouston this past Sunday and ounced on the Martin series
"leaned toward" that proposal. snacks in one shipment.
Robertson School PTA appear- a 12 foot easement to service
was
planning to leave with the wagen two door sedan driven
anyone
knew
of
it
"The
first
National
Ballet
of
Washingreceived glowing reviews from
Mayor Ellis told the two caned before the council urging a sewer line in the area.
truck
load of straw on his diesel by Mrs Sellars.
was
when
the
general
looked
ton,
October
30e
(
Ma
Si
Kwong
en the Houston critics. The crididates that he realized that
McCarty, going west on Main
that a one-way pattern be adoptBids wilr be taken on a new tic of the Houston Chronicle and Tung Keioni'Kwong (Vio- for Hopkinsvthe to deliver the
they had not had proper op- out his window and saw a coned around the school. She us- stand pipe to be constructed
Kentucky Road Street, said he did not see the
to
the
voy
of
strew
peanuts
passing
by,"
linist
and
Pianist),
December
legislaher
to
cote:oared
portunity to study the
Madame Schustop sign at 16th and Main, and
ed a chart to show how a one- on the Johnny Robertson Road. manrolleinck.
1; Canadian Opera Company Department.
tive proposal and that in a way Miss Skewes said. "It was a
with the Sellars car
collided
pattern would aid The stand pipe will hold 1,street
about
six
way
was
built
The
barn
disaster."
performing
"Barber of Seville"
it was not fair to have them
going north on 1611 Street, acSen. Abraham A. Ribicoff, D- traffic in the area.
100,000 gallons of water above
Tie world famous Norman in English, January 28; Joyce months ago by Robinson on
commit themselves. He said the
She suggested that Broach be ground. This will bring the a- Luleff Choir will perform here Jones (Organist), February 13 the farm of his father-in-law, cording to the police report
primary reason for asking them Conn., acting chairman of the
made one way going south with bove ground water supply of Maeh 11, 1970. This thirty at Paducah in the Paducah Doris Ezell, located about one Mrs. Sellars said she stopped
Senate
permanent
investigations
to appear before the council
Locust on the south side of the the city to about 2,500,000 gal- voice mixed ensemble has be- Tilghman High School Auditor- mile east of Kirtsey on State for the stop sign and started
was not to get a definite cone subcommittee, said sub-commit
on across the intersection. She
school being a two way street. lons. The city uses two mil- come in the past decade the ium.
Highway 484.
mitment on the legislative pro- tee investigators in Vietnam
gravel street just east of lion gallons of water per day. most popular vocal ensemble in
The destroyed pole barn is said she saw the McCarty ear
Admission to the Murray Ciphial, but to familiarize them checked Cu Chi. Crated snack The
the school, would be one way The city also has an under- Ibis country. They have been vic Music season is by mein located just south of the Emil but thought he would stop, she
with the fact that cities have foods, he said, "engulfed the
going north and the street on ground reservoir that holds one sold out season after season on bership only end no single tic- stock barn. Robinson's home is was quoted as saying on the
area".
problems that the General AsThe bosomy, blonde Austra- the north side of the school, and one-half million gallons of thelr concert tours and they kets will be sold to the individ- located east of the Ezell house police report.
sembly should correct or allele
Damage to the McCarty car
water.
lian told how her entertainment one way going west.
hove made a number of repeat ual concerts. Season member- on property recently purchased
iate.
was on the front end and to
Mayor Ellis told her that this
booking business was cut off by
The council approved the eagigements with various Civic ships are 810.00 for adults, $5. by him.
Robinson said he had insur- the Sellars car on the right
Both candidates expressed ap sergeants angered at her event- problem would be handed over quarterly report of City Judge Muse and Community Concert 00 for sutdents, and $25.00 for
predation for the invitation ual refusal to pay kickbacks or to the City Planning and Traffic Jake Dunn. The report shows Associations. They have record- family membership which en- ance on the truck and barn and side.
and said that the session was provide them paramours. She Committee, Max Weaver Chair- that the city took in a total of ed :ver forty albums for both titles as many members of the some on the straw, but not comsaid Sgt. Maj. William 0. Wool- man Other committees will as- $11,594.50 in fines and costs Columbia and RCA Victor and family to attend the concert.
plete coverage.
informative to them.
The Murray-Calloway County Two 'firsts'
Other legislation proposed by dridge, then in Vietnam follow- sist in the study of the problem, for the last quarter. Miscel- neany 4,000,000 of their alCampaign Headquarters will
Civil
Defense Rescue Squad wasthe Kentucky Municipal League ing his Pentagon tour as the then will make a recommenda- laneous fines amounted to 89,- bums have been sold.
be located in the Bank of MurCOLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) —
Army's top enlisted man, WU tion to the council. Accompany- 266.00; costs were $1,381-00,
is as follows:
Members of Murray Civic ray and will be open from 9:00 called to the scene and exting- The first woman member of ConLiberalize annexation laws. known as "sort of a ringleader ing Mrs. Johnson were Mrs. and meter violations 8947.50.
Muso may also attend the fol. a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The telephone uished what was left of the gress to represent the United
Larry Daniels, Vice-president of
Pass enabling act to allow in the kickback system."
Attending the meeting last lowing concerts in a reciprocal number is 753-3327. Member- 1958 Ford truck and stopped States in the United Nations was
the Robertson School PTA and night were Democrat nominees agreement with neighboring ships will not be available af- the spread of the brush fire,
Tells Of Efforts
use of county funds for city
Frances P. Bolton of Ohio. She
Miss Skewes also told of her Mrs. Carol Warren, co-chairman for the City Council Mrs. Opal communities. Cumberland Trio, ter Friday, October 17th.
according to Squad members. also was the first congresswoman
purposes. (At the present time
a large part of county taxes efforts to woo business from of the Safety Committee.
Smith, Floyd Dethrow and Ho- November 17; Rae Shannon
elected from the state.
comes from the cities but none Maj. Nicholas Masse', the ofward Koenen. Mr. Koenen has (Pianist), March 2; in Paris,
Holman Jones a resident of ettended the
of it can be spent in the city) ficer overseeing club operatmeetings of the Tenn at the Grove High Aud
About 21 per cent of th
The
nickname of North earth's atmosphere is
Provide penalty for late pay- ions, and his efforts to woo her. South 13th appeared before the City Council for the past sev- torium.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAYI
oxygen.
council
in
support
of
the
oneOne day, Miss Skewes said,
ment of franchise taxes. (At the
eral months.
Nat:onal Shakespeare Com- Dakota is the- Flickertail State.
way
pattern
around
Carter
present time there is no penal- she was trying to book some
ty under law for late payment). shows. Massei invited her to School. The council had just
given the second reading of
Peanuts®
Set a fee for county tax as- dinner.
by Charles M. Schulz
"Seduction must have been the ordinance which makes PEANUTS
sessor to assess for cities if re
South
13th
one
way
from
PopONCE YOU GET NOW,IF YOU 5EE
7THI5 FIELD LOOKS
THE ONLY REASON I'M HERE
quested to do so. (This is an on the major's mind," she said.
REPORTED TO A AlT AATARE
effort to standardize fees paid "It was all very romantic, very lar to Vine going south and
LIKE
IT
MAY
15
SHE
THREATENED
TO
REPORT
Lrvan one way from Vine
intimate. . .
over the state for this work).
THE HEAP
YOU 60t46 TO DO?
FULL OF RAI35115..
ME TO THE HEAP BEA6LE...
Revise eminent domain laws. "His plans were ruined," she Poplar going north.
3EA6LE,IfOUVE
(Uniformity is being sought said. "Another salesman, a Pete
Paul Mansfield was a visitor
HAP IT!
here rather than an extension Jenkins, came bursting in to the council meeting.
40:4
AtLi
las
drunk,
invited
of the law).
himself to dinCouncilman A. B. Crass likwit
pp/
Change methods of enforce- ner with us and sat down. Mas- ed Council permission to adment of tax liens to prevent sei was furious. He asked him vertise for bids on two new vehaving to go against and ex- repeatedly to leave but Jenkins hicles for the Murray Sanita•
• 1111671//
haust personal property before was in a friendly mood and tion System. Separate bids will
wouldn't"
selling real property.
be asked on the truck chassis
Limit the liability of cities
and the rear loading compactor
when being sued. (A figure of a large city. $2,500 would be units for the collection of gara large purchase for Murray, bage. The city is moving to ail
1150,000 is suggested).
Enable cities to levy any tax but not for Louisville).
rear loading units because of
Provide that fines and costs their convenience.
Nancy ----es not prohibited by Mate conby Ernie Bushmiller
en cases appealed from city
stitutios or statutes.
Councilman Starks pointed
court be returned to city.
out that enough money has
Repeal law limiting salaries of
Require state to pay -cost of been spent on repairs to buy
(As
Mayelected city officials.
relocating utilities when neces- one truck. The council gave this
or Ellis pointed out several of sary due to street and highway approval and bids will be reI WISH I HAD
these proposals do not affect construction.
quested.
A MEMO FILE
Murray. This one in particular
Mayor Ellis asked the two
Councilman C. W. Jones re
since present salaries of elect- candidates to be aware of the
LIKE AUNT
ed city officials are well below fact that when state law re- ported to the council that the
FRITZI'S
what the present law allows). quires the city to pay out mo- Police Department is short three
Authorize cities to make ex- ney for construciton, that it al- civilian employees. He recompenditures up to $2500 without so gives the city the means with mended that one of these emadvertising for bids. (Does not which to collect this money in ployees be replaced by a civilian while the two others be reaffect Murray but might affect taxes.
placed by a uniformed policeman.
wanted it unobstructed by any
Douglas Farmer, an MSU stutree, bush or what have you.
The more trees and bushes we dent was named for the civilian position on the police raplanted, the more they com(Continued From Page One)
OCT.-1C
dio desk. James Hamilton, a
plained. Makes the yard hardT.
S
04,
•
•••••••.
C 1069
1.3,•• S r•elotert•
sons in both the American army er to mow they said. Of course former policeman, was named
as
a
uniformed
policeman.
and the German army.
that's right.
John Belt and Loyd Boyd of
If Finnila is compared with However we probably will con- the Murray Lions Club appearHeinck, she must be good. Get tinue to dig and plant as long ed before the council requestyour tickets to the Civic Music as we can dig and plant (or ing city cooperation with a trash
can project planned by the club.
Association now. You'll have plant and dig).
The new receptacles will be of
several evenings of top flight
steel and aluminum and will be
entertainment
Which leads us to say that the
attractive, Belt said. They will
form of our Densiformis is beOur Blue Platy got to where he coming more dense (a little be placed about the city to replace the present trash receptworried the Red Tail Shark so humor there).
acles.
much we had to take the Platy
The council indicated that
out and put him in another
they could place these trash
tank.. Pursued him and tried
cans about the city and empty
to nibble on him. Kept him on
them as they are filled.
the move all the time.
A resolution was adopted approving an easement plan with
Oscar was so hungry this mornthe L & N Railroad. The Muring he kept opening his mouth
ray Water and Sewer System
so wide he could not even see
asked for the easement so that
the food we were putting in
the new Bee Creek sewer line
for him.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
could go under the L & N tracks
opened higher today in moder- on the east of the city.
He finally settled down to a de- ate
turnover,
The first reading of Ordincent meal.
Some analysts believe that ance 502 was read prohibiting
market is "near its parking on North Sixteenth
With fall here, we've got that the
hankering to put out another bottom" and that the next big Street from Main to Chestnut
tree. It happens every spring move will be on the upside. Street. Ordinance 503 was apand every fall. Something like Still, with little in the news proved on the first reading.
an obsession or something. The budget to inspire traders for This ordinance closes a street
present, normal
pre- which was to proceed west
season mesmerizes us and we've the
got to dig and whack a round. weekend evening up operations from North 18th Street. A house
on Sha-Wa closes the exit into
could be the ruling influence.
Shortly after the opening, the
Of all our faults, this one has
been the most outstanding as UPI marketwide indicator was
224 advances, and 119 declines.
far as the kids are concerned. up 0.29 per cent on 468 issues
Withdrawable June 30
Motors were mixed. Oils and
$10,000 Minimum
When mowing the lawn, they crossing the tape. There were
steels
moved ahead, while
electronics were mostly higher.
In the motors, Ford picked up
1/8 to 431/2, while ChrysfEr
gained % to 371/.1. American
Motors climbed 1,4 to 101e, but
Phone 753-1272
General Motors dipped 14 to
Available With $25.00 Deposits, 1st Setting
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
711/2.
*
We Rave It— We WIII Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
American Telephone
Free, Buy Additional Settings For $2.25.
held
unchanged at 50. Avon Products
jumped 13,4 to 1601,2, with
Polaroid up lo to 1361,2 and
COMING TO MEMPHIS—OCT, 14-19
Xerox 11,4 to 1011/2.
THE AUDITORIUM
Jersey Standard rose 1/4 to 69
Tugs thru Thurs Eyenmes at 8 30, Sunday Evening at 7 pm Alat.nimi Saturday
and Sunday at 3 pm
In
the oils. Pennzoil added 1/s to
PRICES Boxes,,Orch , tat Balcony $4; 2nd Balcony $2 50. 3,1 Balcony $2. Top
34, Standard of Ohio 3/8 to 100%,
Balcony Si $O
Friday and Seturday Evening Performances at 8 30 pm
and Gulf 3/s to 3378.
PRICES Boxes, Orel, tat Bslcony $5; 2nd Balcony $.3 50. 3rd Balcony $2. Top
Balcony $1 SO
U.S. Steel edged up 1/4 to 3614,
CHILDREN UNDER 16 $1 DISCOUNT ON ALL TICKETS'
while Bethlehem picked up the
same amount to 28118.
'A SMALL MIRACLE.
'ONE OF THE CAYEST
Among the electronics, 1,eAND WISEST ENTERTAINneral Electric rose 711 to 85,
EXPLOSIVELY FUNNY.
Westinghouse %
MENTS IN TOW*
to
557e,
UTTERLY
A—emery Lewis. Cu. 14111111dne
Magnavox 1 4 to 421e, and Texas
.—Wertee Kerr. N.Y. Twos*
Instruments l o to 1261e.
Du Pont gained 1/i to 112% in
the chemicals, with Eastman
Kodak up % to 75. Penn Central
'PEANUTS—
rose 1 4 to 713,2 in the rails.

Sanitation

Kick-off
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SEEN & HEARD ...

UitAID TABLEWARE

5 % PASSBOOKS

Today's
Stock Market

5 Y4% CERTIFICATES
CERTIFICATES

WALLIS DRUG

HIGHER EARNINGS & HIGHER MIKITY TABLEWARE GO TOGETHER!

MURRAY BRANCH

NOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN

e5;t4 Aidm

"YOU'RE

musicA, A GOOD

1111.11.

D.• 6B.
• .41.,

• -•

MAN
CHARLIE
BROWN"

NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press international
A fourble board is a plat.
orm 90 feet or more above the
oor of an oil derrick.
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Will LSD Turn You On Or 4-H Dairy
Will It Turn On You
Judging Is
Educational
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points in our demonstration, as
we cleaned our motor. We reassembled the motor and checkADULTS 98
ed its operation. We then demNURSERY 6
onstrated how to make a motor
OCTOBER 7,1969
portable, stressing the importNo drug has mused more
ance
and efficiency of such a
lacies
like
these
have spread
controvezwy, with the possible
ADMISSIONS
motor, especially on a farm.
eaeeption of marihuana, than about LSD. The following facts
We sharpened a hatchet using
the strange compound lonown come from research, not from
Mrs. Glenda Rudolph, Rte. 3,
a grindstone turned by our portfantasy
and
rumor.
,
5s LSD.
Benton; Miss Susan Emerson,
able motor.
Studies have shown that LSD
Is LSD dangerous?
1204 Crest Wood, Murray, Mrs.
By: Jimmy Buriciwn
We received blue ribbons at
lAcCiaist
By:
Is
Kant
ma
more
likely
to decrease sea
Definitely yes, saes the NaJuanita
Pritchet
t, Rte. 1, Dexour community rally, were namOne of the most exciting and
cional Institute of Mental Heal- interests than to increase them.
ter; Willie Phelps, Rte. 1, BenVim* akCuiston
ed champions at both the coth, Federal agency focus of a Paintings, writings, and other educational activities of the 4-H ton; Mrs. Kittye Banks, 208 No,
Have you given much thought unty nd district rallies which
club
dairy
is
weeks
judging.
by
LW
-users
fail
to
show
new nationwide attack on the
Dairy judging started early Cherry, Murray; Leland Wyatt, to electricity and its use to us made as eligible for state comabuse of dangerous drugs acid greater talent; rather, the worts
are poorer when door "under the year. On April 7, a judging 503 No. 5th St., Murray; Mrs. today' We feel that the studs; petition.
Even after getting up much
school was held at Murray State Geraldine Blankenship, Rte. 3, of electricity in 4-H has been
Hospital and other medical the influence."
Murray; John Kavanaugh, Box educational as well as enjoy- too early and a long ride to
Universi
Carman
ty
Worse,
Livethe
in
LSD
is
dangero
us.
it
studies show that LSD can cause
603, Murray, Mrs. Annie Vaughn, sale to us. We both took elec- Louisville and some pretty keen
panic, paranoia, and aocidental can cause panic (fear of Losing stock Pavilion, This school was 905
Pogue Ave., Murray; George tricity as a project and since we competition we were very proud
for
judges
one's
who
take
part
mind),
in
paranoia (susPiedeath.
Gallman, 1504 Belmont, Murray; are good friends we decided to win first place and chamReactians to taking LSD range ion that 'they're after me!"), Ohms in this area of the couptry, as well as for any 4-H or Mrs . Rebecca Graham, Sym- to give a team demonstration pionship of the state. We were
from worry, panic, and depres- mental derangement, and meiin 4-H.
presented a trophy and a large
PTA member who wanted to sonia.
dentai
death.
sion to severe mental dearangeAfter
purple
rosette which we take
careful
practice
improve
and
study
DISMISS
It
has
his
judgand
ALS
been
many
called
the most
ment
helpful suggestions from old- turns keeping.
ability.
Days, weeks, even months af- powerful drug in the world. No ing
We feel this demonstration
Mr. Ted Howard held three
Robert Durham, 205 White Hall er 4-Hers we decided to deter a dose of LSD has been ta- wonder: 25 micrograms is an addition
monstrate "How a Make a Mo- taught us poise and self-confitraining
al
MSU,
sessions
amount
on
Murray;
almost
invisible
Mrs.
Janice
Dunto
the
ken, the things the user thought
June 11, 12, and 13. The June can, Rte, 1, Dexter; Mrs. Mary tor More Efficient". We used dence as well as the importance
that he saw and felt may re- naked eye. Yet this amount will
11th session was held at the Jo Hughes, Box 1004 College a motor that had been made of electricity. We wish each
cur in his mind and make him produce an effect in moat peofarm of Mr. Charles Hobbs, near Crt., Murray; Mrs, Lynda Br- portable as a project. We made boy and girl in 4-H would give
ple.
fear he is going insane.
Classed as a hallucinogen and Mayfield, the second at the oach, Hill's Tn. Crt., Murray; posters and collected the neces- a speech or demonstration as
The physical effects ISD can
much can be learned from
psyched
elic—which mean mind. feria of Mr. Charles B. Stark Arthur Kinel, 302 Pine St., Mur- sary materials.
produce are far from pretty.
First we demonstrated how to both. It has been a great help
affecting or mind-altering—LSD of Murray and the third at ray; Miss Amy Miller, Rte.
Sye pupils dilate, hands and
1,
clean a motor by taking it apart to us.
Frank and Lloyd Crixrition's near Farming
ton; Oran Getty, Ham- and
feet shake and tremble uncon- is a member of a group of drugs
which include other compounds Kevil, Kentucky.
lin; Thomas Lofton, Rte. 6, Ben- that cleaning it. We learned
trollably, palms turn cold and
motors need air to breath
On July 9, another training ton
like marihuana, peynote, mes; Mrs. Dessie Shekell, 207 away
sweaty, the body shivers and
heat when they are runcaline, pailocyhin, DMT, and session was held at the home Poplar St.,
The usual "pack of coyotes':
turns chilly, goose pimples pop STP.
Murray;
Wiley
Outning. Dirt, dust and lint may
of Mr. Sam Howard near Mayout, breathing is irregular.
land,
consists of one family -- a pair of
Rte.
6,
Murray;
Emerson
HUNTING IN THE PARK Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Dalton use
keep
a
field
motor
and
July
on
from
10,
Except for government-apprDr. John
running corThere is loss of appepite and
metal detectors as they search for old coins
Nicholai, State Extension Spec- Cooper, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. rectly and may cause it to over- adults and their nearly-grown
in St. 1401.1is'
oved
use
for
research
,
LSD
is
nausea; and the pulse and heart
Aileen Miller (From Cone Div,) heat and even
offspring.
Forest Park. They found 10 Indian head cents and an 1854
ialist
Dairy
in
was
at
burn
Murray
out.
We
ilegal
in
the
United States.
rate rise, as does blood presRte
Kirksey.
quarter in the area to supplement their coin collection.
tried to bring out all these
Because LSD Is dangerous State University to help give
sure.
some pointers in judging. At
LSD is short for lysergic acid when not used for cweful
..
041111.0 4=00411W°IMM).011111M.011•10,0IMMO
re- these sessions we placed sev- i0IMP0
01.1111.0.INMP,0AIMP.011111111.0 4•111.0111111.011=1.
diethvlamicie.
A
0iNINIP04=0.0IIMIlo0.611110.04•111.0 4•1111.oillMo.o
man-made search under dose medical su- eral groups of animals of var•,11.•0411•1.041I/ 0
chemical Fret produced in 1938, pervision, it is closely regulate ious breeds.
Upon doing this we
d
it was accidentally discovered by Federal and State
laws. would tell why we placed them
in 1943 to produce bizarre ef- These provide stiff penaltie as such
and hope that one
s
facts on the mind when a Swim for illegal production, sale, agreed with us.
chemist swallowed some LSD other disposition, and, in
These sessions were enjoywhile working in his laboratory. cases, for possession or At.
able as well as educationaL
He had strange sensations and
Because more knowledge h They also helped to prepare us
felt as if he were flying.
need about this powerful com- to go to Lexington to the State
Despite this soaring *art, pound, broad scale research is judging contest. Here is where
LSD was little explored in fol- underway to learn fully about knowledge and experience can
lowing years as far as definite Its chemistry, animal and hu- pay off.
pharmacological studies in man man effects, and whether it can
On August 4, 5, and 6 some
were concerned. The weird have any medical or other real 30 boys and girls, along with
compound lay around, studied values.
Mr. Ted Howard, Mrs. Charles
by some drug researchers but a This is another part of the B. Stark, Mrs.- James Tucker
ignored by most. Then the national attack on &Nee of nar- and Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph
wave of farout experience seek- cotics and dangerous drugs of went to the University of
Keners washed up a few years ago. all kinds. On the educational tucky to participate in this
LSD became the darling of side, newspapers, magazines, grand finale o( judging. We
the daring. It was claimed to radio, and television are en- stayed in the dormitories and
give you great feelings and in- listing in the fight in a new really had a nice time. But on
crease many capacities, like sex campaign to provide everyone August 5 things got serious.
and creativity.
with accurate information.
Thanks to some good coaching
None of this has proved out.
For a free folder of facts by Mr. Ted Howard and some
In fact, the reverse may be about LSD, write: NIMH, Box good thinking by the particitrue. But many fables and fal- 1080, Washington, D. C. 20013. pants from the Purchase, we
had the first place senior team
in Kentucky.
On this team was Robert Blalock, Kathy Stubblefield, Faye
Hodge and myself. In the Junior division Robert Hobbs of
Graves County won 1st in the
individual scoring. In the breed
placing of Holsteins, Robert
Hobbs was 1st Anthony Webb
id and Barry Joseph 3rd the
Latter two being from Calloway
County.
Os,,',, 9 t. 9 M.4.1.tv 1i.t. Salts/ 11.'1f
I 6 Stindov
Robert Blalock, Kathy Stubblefield and myself all placed
in the top 12 in Kentucky. For
this we would have a later opporturrity to compete for the
state team which is composed
of 4 individuals. Robert, Kathy
and I also judged at the Mid0
1
1
South fair on September 20.
Robert won first place, but Kathy and I weren't too far behind since the team got 2nd.
On September 25, 28 and 27,
Salesmen ...
Robert, Kathy and I went back
John McCage - Steve Bell
to Lexington with Mr. Ted Howard to try for the top 4. RoI
Wells Purdom, Jr. - Cook Sanders
bert and Kathy got in the top
team and are in Columbus, Ohio
new. They will judge several
cows at different farms in that
area, before the contest.
The others on the state team
are Wayne Sparks and Charles
4-Door Sedan. "Brand New"!
iNED
.
0111M.04IND.01M0.0111110.041M1.0ime.0 imp.0limp.0
0
n
inow 0iMM..041=1. 4=10.0
O 4111.1. 4MINI.0 4=1110.04=110.01=10.0 AMP.04IMI 041=lo
Allison. Though I did not make
Going For Only
0.1=1.0
$3100.00
the team, I got in the second
group, which will go to Chicago
Abbie'
N Slats
to the International Dairy show
by R. Van Buren
and
judge
there
on December
Low mileage, automatic transmission with power.
KJ. PIERPONT GROG& NS-3rd.
--AS THE WORST C
AND )4OU SAY YOU HAVE NO CREDIT
ALIAS (3ATHLESS—IS
There Is. great deal of work
R Iso< SINCE NER011
RECOR
D ON CHARLIE DOBBS OP
FAMOUS ON FIVE
to judging, but just ask any of
AND A MAN IS KNOWN BY
CRABTRE-E CORNERS? HOW ABOUT
the kids who went to Lexington
Power and air. "Black as a crow and sharp as
THE COMPANY HE KEEPS-J. PIERPONT GROGGINS :2?
and I think they'll tell you that
AND I 00 MEAN CHARLIE
a brier"!
WHAT
7
it was well worth their time
00885.11 CALL.
and effort and that next year
THE POLICE /f
WHAT7
66
#
they will be going again.
Low mileage, all power and air.

Hospital Report

Electricity
Project
Helps 4-H'ers

@ me

killer

1
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PHAINAllY

FIRST in TOTAL Discount
FIRST in LOWEST Prices
Phone 753-8304 for the Lowest
...N.. Prescription Prices In Town!

inuSaci

USED CARS

Volkswagen's 1970 sedan features a slight
ly larger engine which gives it greater
response and more
rapid acceleration in the lower ranges
of its four-speed synchromesh transmissi
on.

SEE THE NEW 1970 VOLKSWAGENS

'69 Pontiac Tempest Custom

'69 GTO

'67 Chevy Impala 4-Dr. Hardtop

Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham

'66 Olds Delta 88 4-Door Sedan
Power and air. "Slick as a mole"!

'65 Ford Galaxie 500 4-Door Sedan
Power and air. "Slick as a whistle"!
'
62
11

Olds Super 88 4-Dr. Hardtop
Power and air. "Sharp"!

62 Sedan

11'
62 Cadillac
All power. "Ruff and ready"!

PRESIDENT HOPEFUL
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
White House says President Nixon is still hopeful the Soviet
Union will soon accept his invitation to begin the long-delayed
talks on limiting strategic arms.
Both countries have agreed in
principle to hold the talks but
no date has been set. The United States has indicated a willingness to start the talks at any
time.

CANCELS CONTRACT

SANDERSTURDOM
Authorized Dealers for
Caaillac - Oldsmobile - Pontiac
1406 Main Stet

Phone 753-5315

WASHINGTON UPI — The U.S.
Air Force has canceled a $4.7
million contract with HandleyPage Ltd., Herts, England, because the company was unable
to meet delivery schedules for
11 CIO light cargo and passenger
•lanes. The Air Force said
the
irm had "technical difficultis", including weight and stall
roblems, which led It to fall
)ehind on the contract.

Lil
'Abner

\ SELL SALOMILY?
WHAT DOES s-10'
THINK WE 15 —
SLAVE TRADERS?

by Al Capp

SELL A WILD BOAR?
NO,SIR II- FOUL AN'
VICIOUS AS THE•I
THE`i'S TH'GUESTS
DOGPATCH

—AN ENTITLED TO
1
PORKNOV?
SECH COURTESIES
AS NOT LETTIN'
NO ONE EAT ONE!!
NOT EVEN TH'ONE
THAT GOT AWA`i—
PORKNCN-i

11
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE

&

TIMES

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE COMMONW
EALTH OF
KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
Court. liberty Savings Bank, Court,
Clarence Eldridge and
Plaintiff,
wife, Ruby M. Eldridge, PlainVERSUS
tiff,
NOTICE OF SALE
VERSUS
The Surewill Manufacturing
NOTICE OF SALE
the season's nrst Natiorni GeoCompany. Inc., and Pro-Vita
By JACK GAYER
Ulala Eldridge, at al, Defendgraphic Society special—"The
Corporation, and West Twines- ant.
Mystery of Animal Behavior." ,
/me Soya Mills, Deiendant.
NEW YORK (UPI}—The sec- A
By virtue of a judgment and
study of strange animal
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of
World
the Calloway ond, third and fourth
rituals as observed by Heins I
order of sale cattle Calloway Circuit Court rendered
at the Series games are scheduled for Sielmann, noted naturalist.
Circuit Court rendered at the aith of October
I
Term thereof the NBC television network and
ABC's "Movie of the Weer
1969,
thereof
Term
a August
1969, in the above cause, for radio Sunday, Tuesday and
Is "Wake Me When the War Is I
it the above cause, fer the sum the sum of
(Settlement of Wednesday. If one team wins over,"
starring Ken Berry Ina '
of $5,186.54 (Judgments List- Estate), I shall proceed
to of- four straight games, that is it. Gabor,
Werner Klemperer and
ed Below), I shall proceed to fer for sale at the
games
Court
not,
If
could
be
House
there
Danielle
offer for sale at the Court door in the City
Dem etz, 'about a
of Murray, Thursday, Saturday and the folbumbling U. S. Army lieutenHouse door in the City of Mur- Kentucky,
to the highest bid- lowing Sunday.
ray, Kentucky, to the highest der, at public
ant.
auction on the
CBS bas a National Geographbidder, at public auction on the 27th day of
October, 1969, at ic documentary special Tues- "NBC Tuesday Night at the
27th day of October, 1989, at 1:00 O'clock p.
m., or there- day. NBC has Bob Hope and Movies" screens "The Tiger and'
1:00 O'clock p. in., or there- about, upon a
credit of six Mitzi Gaynor entertainment spe- the Pussycat," starring Vittorio
about, upon a credit of six mon- months the following
Gassman, Eleanor Parker and
described cials on Monday.
ths, the following described property, to wit:
Ann-Margaret.
Highlights for Oct. 12-18:
property, to-wit:
ABC's "Marcus Welby, M.D."
Being a part of the Northeast
SUNDAY
COMBINED JUDGMENTS
warns a move man he may en-'
and Northwest Qrs., Section
ABC's
Football
"College
'69"
UBERTY SAVINGS BANK
danger his actress wife by try6, T. 2, R. 5, E:it, and boundreviews Oct. 11 games.
the sum of $1,545.97 with ining to make a documentary
ed as LAI- ws: B nning at a at noon
CBS
"Face
on
Nation"
the
terest from 3 March, 1964 at
rock in the center of the
about her recovery from a
interviews Sam Brown, a na- stroke
the rate of 6% (interest-Wadesboro
and
Concord
$525.58, for a total of $2,071.55)
Road; thence East with the tional coordinator of the Oct. 15
PRO-VITA COMPANY the sum
meanclerings of the Martin Vietnam moratorium project.
WEDNESDAY
NBC telecasts the second Fourth
Of $1,646.95 with interest from
Mill old road wi:h irersecWorld Series game on
4 April, 1963 at the rate of
tion of the small branch; game of the World Series from NBC.
6% (interest—.$650.60, for a tothence East with the said Baltimore.
The Glen Campbell hour on
(al of $2,297.55)
Guests on Ed Sullivan's CBS CBS has
branch with the East boundsingers Don Ho, Cher
TENNESSEE
WEST
SOYA
Woody
show
Allen,
include
Lee
ary line of the Northeast
and Casey Anderson and comeMILLS the sum of $624.00 with
Qr., above named; thence Marvin and singer Oliver.
dians Cliff Arquette and Carlos
interest from 4 September, 1964
"Anatomy of a Lynching" is
North with the said line to
Montoya as guests.
at the rate of 6% (interest —
NBC.
"Bonanza"
the
fare
on
the corner of the Qr.; thence
NBC's "Music Hall", with
$193.44, for a total of $817.44)
West with the Township line An embittered man triggers a Tennessee Ernie
Ford as host,
FOR A TOTAL JUDGMENT OF
to a corner representing lynching threat by vowing to
is devoted to ceremonies con$5,186.54
corner of the 40 acres sold avenge the death of a friend.
nected with the third annual
Two (2) acres out of the noroff of the Northwest Qr.;
"The ABC Sunday Night Motheast corner of Tract No. ll
thence to the beginning, con- vie" screens "Fantastic Voy- Country Music Associatioi
in a deed of record in Deed
taining 100 acres, more or age," starring Stephen Boyd awards, with many stars of that
field participating.
Book 119, at page 54, in the
less.
and Raquel Welch,
Calloway
The ABC movie will be
County
Court
The lawyer team of NBC's
Clerks office, said two acres
ABOVE DESCIUBED TRACT "The Bold Ones" is involved "Divorce American Style," starbeing 400 feet on the east
WILL BE SOLD SUBJECT in "The People Against Orete- ring Dick Van Dyke and Debbie
and west sides and 110 feet
TO THE DOWER ALLOT ga," trying to save a man who Reynolds.
on the north and south sides.
The CBS "Medical Center"
TED TO ULALA ELDRIDGE, seems bound
for the gas chamSaid two acres being boundhas an episode in which BarWIDOW OF EDD ELDRIDGE, ber.
ed on the east side by the
bara Rush stars in the role of
WHICH DOWER INTEREST
MONDAY
Howard
Store,
Protemus
IN ULALA ELDRIDGE GIV
the ,wife of a World-famous am
"Gunsmoke
CBS
on
"
has
Road, and on the north side
ES HER, FOR HER NATURthor who learns that her preg"Danny."
An
con
old
man plans nancy may
by a lane. Being a part of
AL LIFE, THE RIGHT TO
be endangered by
the same real estate conveyLIVE ON, OCCUPY OR RE- a last big jape to raise money her heart condition.
for
ed to Surewill Manufacturing
his
funeral.
own
CEIVE THE INCOME FROM
THURSDAY
Rowan and Martin on NBC Possibly
Company, Inc., by William
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBa fifth World Series
Willis and wife...Jeanne WilED TRACI' OF
LAND, have comedian Jack E. Isom- game On NBC.
lis, by deed dated September
WHICH IS A PART OF THE ard as guest star.
Rosey Grier, former pro font.
29, 1962, of record in Deed
"The Survivors" on ABC has
100 ACRES HERE1NABOVE
ball star, makes his debut as a
Book 119, page 54, in the ofan episode in which banker
DESCRIBED:
regular cast member of NBC's
fice of the Calloway County
Carlyle grants the request of
"Daniel Boone". He plays an
Court Clerk.
A tract 750 feet East and his son to make a loan to South escaped Negro slave
turned InWest and 450 feet North and American rebel.
dian chief who helps Boone
Deed furnished by the MuNBC has a Bob Hope Comedy
South, on which the Eldridge
destroy a British fort.
ter Commissioner shall rehmoeplace mansion house special with Jimmy Durante,
singer Wayne Newton is guest
cite that the purchaser takes
sets, and being further de- Tom Jones, Barbara McNair
star on the Jim Nabors hour for
title subject to all tax liens
scribed as follows:
and Donald O'Connor. The
CBS,
for 1969 and prior years.
theme is old vaudeville rouAnthony Newley, Peggy Lip..
(prior taxes are as follows:
Beginning on the curve of a tines.
1966_47.54; 1967—$9.13; 1968
ton of "The Mod Squad," and
gravel road where said road
"Mitzi's 2nd Special" on NBC
— 9.88; plus interest to date.
turns from North to East Ms star Mitzi Gaynor as host comedian Joe Byner are guests
1969 taxes—$5.87.
and said curve being immed- to actor Ross Martin and the on ABC's "This is Tom Jones."
For the purchase price. the
The CBS movie screens "Iniately southwest of the El- Four Fellows singing-dancing
purchaser must execute bond,
side Daisy Clover," stirring
dridge horneplace, and said group.
with approved securities, bear
Natalie Wood and Robert Redbeginning point being GeolKen Berry and Tim Conway
Mg legal interest from the day
ogical Beech Mark #115; are guests on Carol Burnett's ford.
of sale, until paid, and having
Fred Astaire makes the first
thence North 450 feet to a CBS
hour.
the force and effect of a judgof several guest star appear.
stake; thence East parallel
TUESDAY
ment. Bidders will be prepared
ances on ABC'S "It takes a
with a gravel road 750 feet
World Series play on NBC
to comply promptly with these
to a stake; thence South 450
Thief." He plays Alistair
resumes
for the third game in
terms.
feet to a stake on the North
Mundy, father of the series'
the park of the National League
Frank L. Ryan
right-of-way of a gravel read
leading character.
winner,
the
New
York
Mets.
Master Commissioner,
at a small bridge; thence
FRIDAY
CBS preempts "Lancer" for
Calloway Circuit Court
West with the North rightOn NBC's "The Name of the
Oct. 10, 17, 24
of-way of said gravel road to
Game" Dorothy Lamour, Pernthe point of beginning.
ment. Bidders will be prepared ell Roberts and Sidney BlackFor the purchase price, the to comply promptly with these mer are guest stars in a drama
A cup of dried mustard mixed purchaser must execute bond, terms.
of corruption in a state prison.
Frank L. Ryan
with a bucket of warm water with approved securities, bear.
ABC's "H e r e Come thi
tag
Master Commissioner Brides" offers "N e x t Week
legal interest from the day
should remove skunk odor from
of sale, until paid, and having
Calloway Circuit Court East Lynne."
4 car.
Jason plays Hamthe force and effect of a judgOct. 10, 17, 24 let
with a group of Shakespearean actors who have robbed
Seattle.
Martha Raye, Buddy Ebsen
and Bobby Goldsboro are guests
of ABC's Jimmy Durante and
Lennon Sisters."
SATURDAY
Possibily a sixth World Series
game on NBC from Baltimore.
h.waor'sw
"ABC's Wide Worldof Sports"
is stretched to two hours to accomodate a complete National
Basketball Association game be..
tween Detroit and Milwaukee
which marks the debut in a regular season contest of a muchpublicized Milwaukee rookie,
Lew Alcindor.
ABC's weekly college football
game has California playing
UCLA in Los Angeles.
Andy Williams' guests on his
NBC show are Don Knotts, Ray
Charles, Cass Elliott, the Osmond Brothers and the Credence Clearwater Revival group.
NBC's movie will be "Jigsaw," starring Harry Guardino,
for family fun/
Hope Lange, Bradford Dolman
and Susan Saint James.

World Series Coverage Comes
On Strong On NBC This Week

et

Take Five}

Take time from business this summer with your family in the roomy.
sporty 5-passenger Datsun / 2 Door!
Easy-clean all-vinyl interior
Comfortable front bucket seats
4"
. Flow-through fresh air system (air conditioning optional at extra
cost)
Turnpike-tuned 96 HP overhead cam engine ... over 25 miles
per gallon
Mountain-safe front disc brakes
Road-leveling
fully independent rear suspension.
For Safety. For Economy. For Comfort & Driving Fun ...Take 5 in
the Friendly Datsun '2.
Great for commuting, errands, weekend outings. ioo!

Make the sound move to your Datsun Dealer!

LASSITER & McKINNEY
DATSUN INC.
801 Sycamore

Murray, Kentucky 42071

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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AGE

UNITED LIQUIDATION

FURNITURE SALE
BY FAR THE LARGEST AND FINEST SALE
WE HAVE EVER HAD. THIS Is ALL
HIGH QUALITY, FAMOUS, NAME BRAND
MERCHANDISE IN PERFECT CONDITION.

A semicircular recess covered
by a half dome is known in
architecture as an apse.
* * •

The first archaeological society met in London around
1585.
*5*
* 5 *

In 1914, the proportion of
field artillery to infantry was
one gun to 1,000 rifles.
The asparagus is
the lily family.
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STARTS FRIDAY AT 4 P.M.
EVERYTHING MUST—GO FROM WALL TO WALL
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Barghest was the name given
in Northern England to a monstrous goblin dog.
* 5*
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TMS FURNITURE CONSISTS OF:

•LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
•ALL SIZES OF BEDDING —
• DEN FURNITURE
KING, SIZE, QUEEN SIZE,
REGULAR SIZE AND HALF SIZE
•ODD CHAIRS •ODD,TABLES
•LARGE SELECTION OF HIDE-A-BEDS
• BEDROOM SUITES
BANKAMERICARD and MASTER CHARGE Welcome

UNITED LIQUIDATORS
OPEN 10 A.M. -9 P.M. DAILY

206-210 W. Blythe Street

OPEN SUNDAYS
Across from Coca-Cola Company
Ns nu En

cad in
varsity
753-871
_
THREE
tral hee
in appl
triet,
75345]
80 AC'
seeded
acres
base.
good f
buildir
barn.
xtra
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TIMES - RIVRRAY. KENTUCKY

Sell, AM;
RotFix/

FRIDAY - OCTOBER 10, 19011

Reel Rotate Per Sale

AUTOS FOR SALE

EXTRA SPECIAL a 2-bedroom '68 GMC 3/4 Pickup, also '86 HEN VICEROY trailer, LT a46',
frame house on lot 122' by 190'. Mustang 2 plus 2, 289, auto- bested at University Heights
Has large shade trees, wall to- matic, power steering and fac- Trailer Court. Phone 75342291
0-18-C
wail carpet in living room and tory air. Phone 753-6420. 0-10-P alter 10:00 a. m.
bedrooms, new vinyl inlaid in
CAMPER trailer, fully
kitchen, hall and bath, new 1950 FCIRD Station Wagon, V-8, 18 FT
Tappan range, fireplace with automatic. Also 1967 Chevro- equipped, including Cantilever
brake congas logs, built-in Mx-condition- let Van, long wheel base. Phone hitch and electric
Al
Kipp
753-8092.
Phone
trol.
753-8359.
0-10-C
er $8,000.00 full price.
0-13-P
Seal Estelle Per $ala*
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE NEW three-bedroom brick in 1968 OLDSMOBILE 98 four door
NOTICE
This house
Fate.
Canterberry
NED TO SELL, two-bed- Me UMnle 41•1100 1111MOMIne0allee 41MIlp o
WE HAVE a few places listed has everything that anxild be hardtop with factory air and SPINET PIANO: Wanted, re-111.1.0 Mies04111111s 0 Men MIlle u AIM 0 OMe0MineIMO
frame, beatedully decoatere the owner is anxious to desired in a home except the vinyl roof. All power. 1968 GTO sponsible party to take over low
with black vinyl roof and his monthly payments on a spinet
Competed, built-ins,
sell. Make us an offer on one of
. Owner will trade for and her transmission. Cain and piano. Can be seen locally.
What Do These Words Mean?
pi-Icereduced on two-bedroom
these.
heaper house or farm.
ree oo North 17th. Real sharp.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of Write Credit Manager, P. O.
(1). EXCEPTIONALLY nice 3REDUCED. Four bed6th and Main.
brick, we have
4-BEDROOM
0-10-C Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana.
2
bedroom, -bath home on Ky
CAPITAL STOCK?
BID AND ASKED?
EX-DIVIDEND?
co-up
on Johnson. Two baths,
121. Large foyer, formal din- to choose from. If you are look- 1968 PON11AC Catalina
with
beet and air. Boweing room, completely carpeted. ing for a Larger home you sho- factory air, black vinyl roof
home.
Kitchen has all built-ins you uld see these they are priced
Piano. Lonardo
and double power. 1967 Chry- USED SPINET
think of. Over 2000 sq. ft. from $24,600.00 to $31,500.00
complete music
can
Co.
Your
Piano
PAR
VALUE?
DEBENTURES?
DOLLAR
COST
AVERAGING?
sler
300
four
door
hardtop.
eoFESSIONALLY
decorated
of floor space. You need to see BUSINESS HOUSE located at Factory air and all power. Gold store. Across from the Post Ofet-bedroom tri-level on Popinside this house to truly ap- Stella. This place is on High- with black vinyl roof. Cain and fice. Paris, Tenn.
0404
Central heat. Lots of Morway 121 and is ideal for gapreciate the fine quality.
Taylor
Gulf
Station
Corner
of
e.
USED SINGER sewing machine
rage, clean-up shop or could be
0-10-C with Zig-22g and all regular atVELY LARGE brick home on
Know your investment terms. Know the different
(2). 9 ACRE FARM on 641. Spac- converted to any type business, 6th and Main.
acres. Two miles from blurious country home with radiant Owner is very anxious to sell.
tachments. Sews perfectly and
types of securities people buy and sell - preferred
Priced right.
heat, large den, 3 bedrooms, Will consider any reasonable 1966 CHEVY 11 station wagon. fully guaranteed. Cash price
power $24.50 or payments may be arwith
V-13 automatic
and common stocks, bonds, debentures. UnderCIELEX on Dodson, three bedformal dining room. Plenty of bid.
on each side.
room for homes. Enjoy city EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick steering, 1968 Chevrolet Im- ranged. Write giving pilots'
stand objectives and methods of investing - long
hard top. Cain number to Martha Hopper, Gencomforts in the country.
BEAUTIFUL three-bedon South 16th. Has baseboard pala two door
term or speculation.
(3). Nice, very inexpensive 2- heat, air-conditioning, large and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- eral Delivery, Murray, Ky. ,
homes in Kingwood. All
0-10-C
bedroom frame home on 121. family room. Range, dishwash- er of 64.11 and Main.
ve central heat and air. Two
0-10-Nc
This house can be purchased er, disposal, double carport with
tbs.
fac- ALL-STATE motor scooter. Elwith
BUICK Skylark
1966
cheaper than you could build. large outside storage room,
UNIVERSITY, duplex.
tory air, double power and con- cellent condition, and approifbedrooms and family
ENROLL NOW FOR
0 (4). Spacious home located in wall-to-wall carpet, lot 95' x sole in the floor. 1967 Chrysler
ed type head gear. Phone Al
one of Murray's finer subdivi- 200' and is priced at less than
in on one side. Two bedNew Yorker, four door hardtop, Kipp 753-8092.
0-13-P
sions, This house has a library, $24,000.00.
on other.
SIX - LECTURE ADULT COURSE
and
vinyl
roof
with factory air,
3 bedrooms, den, and a comEAST Y MANOR, lovely large
power steering and brakes. Cain BE gentle, be kind, to that ea.
pletely built-in kitchen. Own- LARGE 11-ROOM frame
three-bedroom brick. Full base"SECURITIES AND INVESTING"
Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- pensive carpet, clean it with
er will sell or lease with part located on corner Miller an and
ment with family room. T w o
0-10-C Blue Lustre. Rent electric shamer of 0th and Main.
basement,
gaHas
full
17th
St.
going
towards
down
of
rent
baths. Has everything.
(Based on New York Stock Exchange Outlines)
pooer $1. Big K.
0-11-C
heat,
furnace
carport,
rage,
payment.
ON BEL2dONT, new three-bed1965 OLDSMORII-P 88 four door
nice
Has
baths.
income,
$18,- hardtop with factory air and GREY MOHAWK wool rug. One
(5). NEED 3 bedrooms cheap?
room. Central heat and air. Two
Classes will be conducted by Mr. Steve Yarbrough
This one is an 641 south and 000.00.
baths. Modern in every respect.
power. 1968 Buick LaSabre four 15' x 20', one 9' a 13', two 12' x
3-BEDROOM brick on Calloway door sedan with factory air anti 14'. Phone 753-5671 daytime;
Mated for $8,500.
who is a registered representative of the I.M. Simon
THREE-BEDROOM on KeeneWELL CARED for 3-bedroom Avenue 1 block from College double power. Black vinyl roof. 753-3430 nights.
0-11-NC
land. Central heat and air. Carand Co. -- a member firm of the New York Stock
frame house. Has transferable campus. This house has car- Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
pet, nice.
heat,
utility
and
Exchange and other major exchanges.
loan at 514%. The payments pet, electric
FOURBEDROOM In CanterCorner of 6th and Main. 0-10-C
are cheaper than rent. A real carport. Immediate possession
bury. Beautiful French ProvinON PEGGY ANN DRIVE a lot 1966 PLYMOUTH Fury I fourgood buy at $15,000.
cial. Two bath, double garage,
Monday Evenings, Beginning October 13
RENTAL PROPERTY ¼ block 90' x 138' with all the city utili- door sedan. 1961 Buick Skylark
dining room. You must see this.
from the University. 3 apart- ties and paved street for $2650. with factory air and double pow
7:00- 9:30 P.M.
THREE-BEDROOM modern dements are bringing in $235 per NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with er. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- COLDSPOT refrigerator. Good
sign on Hermitage. This one is
condition,
$15.00.
month. Can be bought for only central heat and air-condition- tion. Corner of 6th and Main. running
a beauty.
at
Phone 489-2106.
0-10-C
entrance
ing,
carpet,
hall,
0-10-C
$15,500.
THREE-BEDROOM on Sha-Wa.
CUTE 2-BEDROOM cottage in range, 2 baths, carport, patio
Central air, double garage.
1962 CHEVY ll Nova two door
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
ELECTRIC
BLANKET
with
Lakeway Shores on Ky. Lake. and porch priced to sell $25,FOUR-BEDROOM on Magnolia.
hardtop. 1965 Falcon two door
750.00.
104
Room
Building
Beautiful
antique
furniture
is
dual controls for double bed
Business
Central heat and air. T w o
sedan
six
cylinder
automatic.
ON KIRKWOOD a 100 ft lot
included for just $10,600.
and Sunbeam ten speed elecbaths, all built-ins and carpetoinled by nice brick homes Cain- and Taylor Gulf Station. tric mixer bowls and fruit juicELEGANT 2-story brick in
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-10-C
Sponsored By
Kingswood. This home is taste- for $3500.
er. Phone 436-2380.
0-10-C
fully decorated in antique blue WE HAVE a nice office with 1964 FORD Fairlane station waFOUR-BEDROOM on South SeVINYL
UPHOLSTERED
living
with hints of gold and white. 3 rooms, central heat and air- gon. 1965 Buick LaSabre four
venth Street. Full basement
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
THE
room suite. New, $75.00. See at
conditioning,
carpet,
located
at
The
intercom
also
has
AM-FM
with fireplace.
door sedan, locally owned. Cain
804 Broad Extended after 3:30
radio Let us show you this 505 Main Street.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
IN GATESBOROLTGH we have
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornp. m.
0-10-C
WE
WILL
have
a
EXTRA
nice er of 6th and Main.
beauty.
two three-bedroom homes. Each
0-10-C
NICE 3-Bedroom brick on Cata- 2-bedroom duplex on Circarama
with two baths, central heat and
LIVING ROOM suite and FrigDrive for rent the 1st of No- 1967 CAMERO. Gold with black
Registration will be held at the first meeting. There
lina.
air. Lovely homes.
idaire stove. Very good condivember.
Has
wall-to-wall
carvinyl
roof,
automatic
transmisNEW 3-bedroom brick on ParkINCOME PROPERTY on Miller.
tion. Must sell. 504 North 40
will be a registration fee of $5.00.
pet, central heat and air-condi- sion, 327 motor and console in
land, $16,500.
Apartment upstairs with sepStreet after five p. m. 0-10-P
brick
on tioning, utility, carport, rents the floor. 1959 Chrysler four
arate entrance.
.11.•0 41=11. 4111M.0
IIMOP. .010P. 411 NEW 3-bedroom
for $125.00. Also large house door sedan. 1962 Pontiac four LAYFAYETTE #B 400 CB, 23
Keeneland.
DRASTICALLY reduced, four-,
THINKING of a small home? 12th and Main for rent $100.00 door sedan. Cain and Taylor channel lease or mobile radio
bedroom on College Terrace.
Gulf Station. Corner of 0th and and super magreun antenna, 40
We have 2 mobile homes cons. per month.
ntral heat and air.
Pat RENT
HELP WANTED
INsil Mash Per Sale
0-10-C ft. steel antenna pole, 100 ft
plete with furniture for just GOOD 3-bedroom brick near Main.
REDUCED TO SELL. ThreeGreen Plains Church. Has large
coaxial cable and niobile magbedroom, 1% baths on Sunset. BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick, WANTED: lisqpseisneed dinner NICE 2-BEDROOM trailer. A/- $2500 each.
1963
FORD
Galaxie
four
door num trunk
so
160 'Ronda for mac Call COMMERCIAL and Residential den, carport, electric heat and
mount antenna.
CUTE three-bedroom in completely carpeted, lob of cook, short seder eook, dishsedan.
1949
Chevrolet
pick-up
is priced at $18,500.00. Can be
Lots:
closets. Looeted approximately machine operator. Mita be neat, 753-3328.
Phone Al Kipp 753-8092. 0-13-P
Bagwell Manor.
truck. Cain and Taylor Gulf
BEAUTIFUL
LOW PRICE]) house with beau- 10 miles from Murray in Fur- efficient sad dependable. Full 12' WIDE two-bedroom air-con- (1).
Sherwood financed with no down payment Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. WARM MORNING coal stove
to eligible veteran on VA Direar, Teen. Uribeilevaly low time wort. No phone mils. Ap- ditioned mobile borne. Located Forest.
tiful lot on No. 18th Street.
0-10-C with jacket. Price $2500: maNEW three-bedroom in Meadow price of $13,000 with a loan ply in person Colonial House at Waldrop Trailer Court. Call (21. ON CALLOWAY, 75' x 100'. rect loan.
ple youth bed in good conditioe
Smorgasbord
NOW
is
a
good
time
to
buy
(3).
Railroad
Green Acres. Central heat, ga- approved for $12,000.
Ave.
190'
x 100'.
753-5053 or inquire at 701 Syca(4). NEAR stockyards, 105' x a house and ROBERTS REALTY 1965 VOLKSWAGEN, runs per- $20.00. Call 489-3695 or 481/rage.
more
Street.
04-P
DING-DONG' Christmas sallies
3602.
ITC
180'.
TWO-BEDROOM., central beat 3-BEDROOM BRICK, 2 ceramic
is a good place to buy it. Call fect, $550.00. Call 753-4440.
darts asses with Avon-earn
MOBILE HOME, three bed- (5). LOTS for duplexes OT a- Hoyt or Ray Roberts at 75304
and air, two baths on Shady baths, carpeting, family room, Mier your arristaue in
FOUR-PIECE bedroom suite
are
centzai heat and air. A tog
rooms, 114
baths, aatomatic partments, Wells Blvd. Ext.
Lane.
1651 or come by and see us at 1959 RAMBLER two door. Good with innerspring mattress; matime near your home. Start
new
a
fine
home
in
quality
washer,
LARGE
furnished. Mobile Hoeft
FINE HOME on eight scree,
HOME with garage a- 505 Main Street.•
0-11-C gas mileage. Good condition. hogany dining room suite with
now. Call or write Mrs. Evelyn
Village, phone 7513895. 0-13-C partment on Ky. 121 West.
one mile from Murray. Has subdivision.
L.
Brews,
Aron
Mgr.,
Shady
Phone 753-8633.
0-11-C dropleaf table and six chairs;
BRICK,
1%
cere-BEDROOM
Look it over and make us an
three shop buildings and small 3
Frigidaire semi-frost refrigeramic baths, carpeting, central Grove Road, Marisa, Ky. 42064. NICE FURNISHED apartment offer.
lake.
1965 PLYMOUTH station era- tor; pressure canner; Electrolux
965-3363
SERVICES OFFERED
11-0-111-C for four girls. Available Noschool
air.
In
city
heat
and
NEED
A
COTTAGE at Panorama Shores,
FARM???
gon. Standard shift. In very sweeper. Call 489-2701. 0-13-C
vember 1st. Phone 753-5108 af- 70 ACRES, good barn,
two-bedroom, full basement district.
pond and WILL CONTRACT new houses. good condition. Phone 753-8035.
GIRL to wort in restaurant ter 4:00 p. in.
-bedroom
0-14-C
PIN
3
NEAT
AS
A
spring, partly fenced and sow- General repair work and addiNice lot.
0-11-C ANTIQUE dinner bell, an exnights doing waitreas and cash
Panty-adz acres of fine crop- frame home on well-kept darn- ier work. Apply in person aft-ex APARTMENT. A combination ed down. Can be bought for tions. Phone 753-3366.
cellent condition. $60.00. Phone
one-third mile from Mur- er let in Hazel. Priced to sell. four p. a at Daniel Bootie for four girls. Phone 733-1518 37,000.00!!'
Oct.-10.0
753-6030 after 5:00 p. m. TFNC
on
FRAME
home
-BEDROOM
2
ray.
NOTICE
0-10-C 55 ACRES., well fenced, excelChicken 'n led, Chestnut
Ky.
484,
641
and
of
US
PROFESSIONAL
corner
resident
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
lent pasture. This farm also has
135 ACRES on Irving Cobb
Street.
0-11-C
UNFURNISHED
Board of Education has for sale
two-bedroom a real good 3-bedroom brick lel painting. Brush, roll, spray.
Road. Long highway frontage at Alnao Heights.
estimates
one (1) dwelling house located
SIXTY ACRES North of Penny
WORRIED about money for duplex apartment. $80.00 per home. $21,000 will buy it all. References. Free
Oct. 21-C
on the College Farm Road beSowed down and good crop. 2-BEDROOM STUCCO bow on Christmas Of special occasions? month. Phone 753-5517 or 435 TOP NOTCH 70-acre farm. Room Phone 753-3488.
1 acre lot, located in Almo Wort at your awn convenience 5791.
tween the Calloway County
land.
0-10-C for cattle and farming too.
GET RID Of
High School and the Calloway
Spring fed creek. Brick home
TWENTY ACRES in bottom Heights. Priced $6,500.
Six Hours per week. those
with
lots
County Country Club. Anyone
with fireplace in den.
near Murray. Eighty acres, five 2 ACRE building site,
045-C LARGE
753-3056.
PESTS
MODERN
mobile
home.
interested Should leave a seal50 ACRES well fenced. 3-bedmiles southwest of Lynn Grove. of blacktop frontage, near KenTwo bedrooms, water free. Nice
ed bid at the Board of Educe.
TWO ACRE LOT on Penny tucky Lake. Price drastically AMBITIOUS MAN OR WOMAN:
room frame has fireplace and
No Jobs to Small or Large
A Marshall Field farnily-owned yard. $69.00 per month. Phone big country kitchen. You can
tion's Office, 200 South 6th
Road, one and one-half miles reduced as owner must sell.
753-8333 after 5:00 p. is. ITC
to be Appreciated
Street, on or before 12:00 noon,;
mm Murray. Three acre lot on 2 ACRES with 30 x 36' com- enterprise has led opening for
own all this for $19,500.
ROACHES
Free Estimates
cony Road, three and one-half mercial building. Located in ambitious man or woman of TRAILERS One two-bedroom 10 ACRES on -blacktop road
November 3. Terms: cash with
Carry Germs
unque.stionahle character. Age
S. Contact:
miles from Murray. Nice build- HazeL
$50.00 per month. One one-bed- with 2-bedroom frame, $11,000.
the building being moved and
SPIDERS
27-80. College education prefer- room for one
ing lots in most sections of
or two people, 10 ACRES with nice brick home.
lot cleared within 30 days froei
Are Poison
4 ACRES with tastefully furn- red. Accustomed te earning a- $35.00 per month. Call 489-3623. Ideally located for subdividing.
Murray.
ITC
date of sale.
TERMITES
WE NEED new listings. Call ished home and trailer park bove average income. Must be
0-13-C What would this be worth to
Eat Your Home
us for an appraisal of your pro- providing opportunity for pro- ready to accept position toy OcDINET'TE SET, couch and two
you$$$??
perty. No coat to you until we ducing income. Located near tober 16th. For local interview, FURNISHED apartment, private
*pewees 8:00 a. mi. and
Locally owned and operat- end tables. Will sell cheap.
write fully I. Mr. Ray P. entrance and bath, 300 Wood- 26-ACRE FARM on Gibbs Road.
sell. We appreciate your con- Kentucky Lake.
0-11-C
500
ed for 20 years. We can be Phone 753-8624.
0-13-P White 3-bedroom frame house
5 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick Shreve, 1207 South 12M., May- lawn. Fred McClure.
fidence.
reached 24 hours a day.
4-BURNER gas, counter tont
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate on gravel read, near Murray. field, Kentucky 430811. State age, NICE three-bedroom
16 acres of corn base Owner
trailer for
stove, $25.00. Call 492-8304.
experience,
end
Call Today For FREE
asking
only
needs come by or call GUY Owner will consider selling ad- education,
$16,000.
is
0-11-P
phone number.
0-13-C college boys. Phone 753-5108 BIG OLD 4-bedroom country SEMI-RETIRED man would like
Inspection
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG- ditional acreage if desired.
after 5:00 p. is.
TFC
Phalle 753-3914
house. Owner wants to move job as night watchman or janiENCY at 518 West Main, Na. 13% ACRES and 3-bedroom
SAVE Big! Clean rugs and upMOTHERS: So/soot-Home co- os
tor. Best references. Phone 753Member Chamber of
'to town. Make us an offer.
tional Hotel Building. Businese brick home located on Hwy. 121 ordinating work. Ten to thirty
holstery with Blue Lustre. Rent
0-13-C
8386.
Murray.
from
miles
ACRES
at
Dexter.
Has
good
Commerce and Builders
5%
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone: west, 8
electric shampooer $1. Western
School,
church,
week.
hours
a
tim%
highway frontage for beautiful FLOORS CLEANED, waxed,
Association. LCP-195
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise 45 ACRES, % farmland,
Auto. Home of "The Wishing
or 4-H work helpful. Excellent
home sites.
Baker, 753-3409; Onyx Ray, 7116 ber, good stock pond. Loss than earnines, if accepted. Write fulWell".
buffed, home or office. By day
0-11-C
WE HAVE MANY beautiful week or month. Window clean019; Gary Young, 75$-810. $100 / acre.
ly to Mr. V. Itathee, Personnel
home saes on Kentucky Lake: ing. Call 753-3096.
HUBERT'S
ANTIQUE SHOPTFC
0-13-C
Manager, P 0. Sax 728, MayBEAUTIFUL lake view lot at
Buy and sell daily. Round din52 ACRES with 3-bedroom
0-13-C
field,
KY.
ColdOat
home, located in
ing table (Clawfoot), w a s hPine Bluff Shores.
SAWS FILED: Pinking shears
FOR SALE OR TRADE: Rouse brick
water. An extzisonlinary firm.
2 LOTS close to beach in Lake- and scissors sharpened. Small
stands, matching dining chairs,
five acres, co black top
ACRES, 2 houses, 2 wells,
way Shores.
china cabinets, spinning wheel,
appliance service. 512 South
FOUND
LOST
&
d. dose in. Phone 753-7456 140
Phone 753-3914
WATERFRONT lot at Lakeway. 12th. Phone 753-6067.
tobacco barns, small stock
clocks, secretary desk, organs,
2
0-10-P
alter 4:00 p. in.
043-P
BEAUTIFUL wooded hillside
barn. Priced $175 / acre.
hanging lamps, lamp shades and
LOST: Children's Sorrell pony
I WOULD LIKE to keep your
Located 100 Se 13* St.
near Cypress Creek.
all lamp parts. Hubert's AnTwo-bedroom 158 ACRES located 5 miles strayed in the vicinity of HaY
MANY others at Lakeway and children in my home during
rame
tique Shop, Route 2, Murray,
house. Electric heat, fen- southwest of Crossland, Tenn zel HigInvay. Reward. Phone
the daytime, Monday through
ced in 'act yard, close to Uni- Priced $170 / acre. Owner will 753-5079.
Pint Bluff.
0-11-C
0-13-C
KY.
0-13-C
WE ARE FORTUNATE to have Friday, Call 753-8766.
versity and grade school. Phone finance.
Listed a piece of property with
753-8719.
TFC
COMMERCIAL LOTS on So. 4th
the best income per investPOR MINT
POE RENY
FOUND
LOST
THREE- BlIDROOM brick, cen- Street. From 80' to 175' wide
SCHOOL CASE
merit you can find. The owner
tral heat arid air, carpeted, built- and up to 250' deep. On east'
in
one
lives
of the 6 apart- LOST - Five month old male
in appliances In city school dis- or west side of highway.
WASHINGTON UPI - Mississments and still takes in close collie. Lost in vicinity of Story
trict, transferable loan. Phone RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Murray
to $500 per month. We will be Ave. and 13th St. Child's pet.
ippi has asked theSupreme Court
7534516.
ITC or Hazel, in the suburbs or at
glad to discuss this one with Call 7534996.
either to dismiss a school deseg0-13-C
you.
regation case scheduled for act80 ACRE 74.RM, level land, all the lake.
Kentucky or Tennessee, TO
2
-BEDROOM
home
with
In
2
aion next week or to expand it
seeded dowr SO acres timber, 14
* * *
us, TO SELL-list
partments in building behind
to include additional issues. The
acres corn tele, 1.64 tobacco BUY-see
home. Fully furnished and on
case is an appeal by the NAACP
base. 2.9 whet' base pretty with us.
The state bird of New Mexico
quiet street. Ideal for young
reversal of a lower court
for
good five-room lease, good outThirteen miles from Murray. Two bedrooms, den. $95.00
couple needing income. Priced is the Chaparral, commonly
order delaying the integration
buildings, includA good Mock FULTON YOUNG Essalky,
known
as
the
road
runner.
per month, uti I itles,included.
right.
of 30 school districts. The Justbare, tobacco bar+ and shed, end Maple Streets. Office phase
* 0*
WILSON INSURANCE, Reel
tice Department has asked for
xtra good doublis *age Lo- 753- 7333. Home phones: Fultoa
Call Mr. Freeleed - McKenzie, Tense
Estate and Auction Company,
the delay because it said the disone mile nolibeest of Young 713-4046, R. B. Patter
The
first
ascent
with
a
bal3S2-301115,
after
11:0411
p.m.
202 South 4th Street, Murray,
tricts were in no way preparet
ylor's Store on Higlaay 1828. BOO 493-1118117, Ishmael Stinson
loon inflated with coal gas was
ollc
Kentucky,' Phone
763- Mil
753-303.
for the change.
ar Armstrong ownee
in
1821.
0-20-C
0-11-C
1-13-P

771R00911 170

awnca

1

BLACK TOP PAVING
FARL.EY
A.
Phone 753-5502
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GET
ATTENTION
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Want Ads
pay off
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Timis — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
of the SehAte's ammunition to commit crimes. large part of the decline that is was wanted to ease money
chairman
Joe Kuharich was the ontv
Johnny Unitas of the BaltiThey argued At requiring no necessary
juvenile delinquency sub
the rates," the &in says, aricittigl
correct
to
more Colts has thrown more Notre Dame football coach
registration of sales by the excesses of recent yea. The that this development may still GO TO CHURCH SUNDAYI
mittee, and KeunedY,
touchdown passes (254) than never to have a losing record.
were preparing to fight ben- dealer would nullify the law's firm adds it would have more
any other N.F.L. quarterback.
provisions forbidding the sale of confidence that the final low
nett's bill.
rifle and shotgun ammunition had
been
reached if the
A .22 caliber bullet killed Sen. to persons under 18 and the attempts
to check inflation had
The Green Bay Packers won
Robert F. Kennedy.
sale of pistol ammunition to been more successful or if
five NFL championships under
Bennett had attached his those under 21.
there had been a real selling
Vince Lombardi.
But Bennett called ammuni- climax, "instead
proposal as an ameeiment to a
of a semi-one"
FEINSILBER
interest
By MIKE
measure %tending the
tion
sales registration "a In July.
equalization tax, which expired harrassment to the legitimate
—
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Sept. 30.
sportsman and a farce as a
When all known factors have
exempting
The
tax was intended to block deterrent to the criminal."
sponsor of a bill
been taken into account and
most ammunition sales from the flow of U.S. dollars abroad
technical price patterns of
the provisions of last year's by making it just as expensive
hundreds of stocks studied, the
Gun Control Act has bowed to to borrow money in the United
overall market picture emerges
the opposition of Sen. Edward States as abroad, The Treasuas "not nearly as dark as the
M. Kennedy, and agreed to ry, anxious to see the tax
performance of the averages
alter his proposal substantially. extended, urged Bennett to
or certain stocks, seem tU
As rewritten, the legislation modify his ammunitioa amendoffered by Sen. Wallace F. ment. The amendment threasuggest," observes Haydeno
Sedative for Temporary
Bennett,
R-Utah, and co- tened to tie the legislation up
Stone Inc. "Any indiscriminate
sponsored by 46 senators— for weeks.
or across-the-board type o
Relief of Simple
A spokesman for Dodd said
almost half the Senate— will
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
retain the law's requirement he would continue to fight cause of the bear market has panicky selling, such as might
be induced by another adverse
that a seller of ammunition Bennett's amendment, even as been a relentlessly upward
Nervous Tension
Well start your new building today! We can meet your
news
development, or a break.
exact specifications for space and we'll provide a total
record the name, age and redrawn, when it comes before march in interest rates, says
down
to
new
lows
by the
construction service with Stran-Steel building systems.
address of the buyer of .22 the Senate, possibly Wednes- the Dines Letter. It asks: Why
Each Capsule Contains:
We can remodel or repair your existing building.
overages, seems completely
day.
caliber ammunition.
get 2 per cent or 3 per cent on inrealistic and
unwarranted,"
Will Renew Fight Later
But registration will not be
Phenyttoloicamine Citrate
common stocks, which are the firm says.
88mg
"It was either eliminate the risky, when one can get over 8
required for most ammunition
-- —
Salleylamide
130 mg
for shotguns and rifles. Origin- .22 caliber ammunition or face per cent on the best bonds? "It
The prime cause of the
ally, .22 caliber ammunition— no bill at all this year," is this competition from the
recent market decline was a
accounting for 70 per cent of all Bennett wrote his 46 co- bond market which is draining
621 South Fourth
ammunition sold— was to have sponsors. bhe promised to renew so much money away from the flood of business news which
more than hinted that antibeen exempted.
the fight to exempt .22 caliber capital investment area," the
Kentucky
Murray,
inflation moves are at long last
Preparing To Fight
bullets later.
analyst observes.
really
slowing
things down,
But Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, DOpponents of the Bennett bill
--Spear & Staff Inc. says. "The
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1231
Conn., chief author of the Gun said the registration procedure
Harris, Upham & Co. believes brighter side
A TOTAL SERVICE S
I FRANCHISED BUILDER
of this picture is
Control Act of 1968 and the inhibited people from buying the market has completed a
that the slowing down is what
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Ammunition
Bill Gets
Revision

D&S CAPSULES

$1.49

Don't wait for
your new building!

Wall Street
Chatter

Call 753-1675

EDWIN CAIN CONSTRUCTION 11

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS

Pn
,Source o
The

In Murr
Calloway

United Press

Seen&
Arou
Murr
Jim Lipford down
Leaf Cafe is
philosopher and
a student of h
We agreed that
look at things in
roamner. A fellow
much noise about
teeenb with a
the accident had
severe. He never
what might have
looks at what did
Then too there is
that we are '`due''
"What have I done
this?" a Person
Old human nature
can't beet it.
Blind cullers. We
of then. Severed
here and about wh
afraid to venture
even if you have
way.

minanra

boYa Ii
an• d Mulberry have
their yard that p
of the Month". Not
grass 6, be seen
Johnny Carson
the "best dressed
but who cares.
Jackie 011iSSi6 has
Judo lessons.

We Salute the Leaders of
Tomorrow... Our CH'ers
During National 4-H Club Week, October 5th to 111h,
we salute 4-H Club members everywhere, with special
pride in the 4-H'ers of our community. This year's slogan,
"Expand 4-H," expresses a goal that richly deserves the
active support of all. Through the "Head ... Heart.. .
Hands ... Health" program, 4-H molds character, teaches
responsibility, encourages leadership and develops compassion for fellow men.
As we extend congratulations to 4-H Club members,
we look to the future ... for the 4-H'ers of today are the
leaders of tomorrow. Since today they do so much toward building a better community and country, we can
be sure that tomorrow, our future is in good hands.
Let's "Expand 4-H" . and may 4-H activities and ideals
ever flourish.

WEST KENTUCKY
Cooperative Corporation

We finally saw J
non on TV. She ah
about ten pounds.
She's from Puryear
We think Mama Ma
look better if she
_utintr running
Ot
.Continued on P

Euel Jon
Dies Sud
Euel Jones of
One died suddenly
about seven o'clock a
The deceased wa
ployee of the Murr
df the Tappan Co
had worked at the pl
Survivors are his
Bessie Jeffrey Jones
Route One; his mo
Fatah Jones of De
Qne; one sister,
Jones of Hardin; th
ers, Robert Jones a
Jones of Dexter Rout
Jodie Jones who is
In construction wor
One son, Bobby
died several Years ag
Funeral arrangeme
complete. The Lin
Home of Benton is
of the arrangements.
Frances Huh
Calloway M
Frances Hulse w
allot at the regular
of golf held at the
County Country Clu
nesday.
Low putts went to
Slusmeyer. high put
Wilson, and blind
ty Stewart. Frances
the golf hostess.
The ladies day lun
served with Lou Dora
melt the hostesses
Pieta Depa
!Wets On Mo
Rev. Stephen M
tor of the Immanuel
Church, will be the g
er at the meeting of
Department of the
man's Club to be heb
October 13, at 7:30 p
club house.
"Morality and Mat
will be the subject o
by Rev. Mazak, ace
Mrs. Edward Ken A(
gram chairman.
Names will be tabli
ing to Mrs. Cliff Can
pertment chairman.
Mrs. Lee Tinsley,
Nance, and Mrs w
nell will be the heist,

